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Abstract 
Over the past few ye紅Sヲ it has become increasingly clear to the high-Tc community that the 
key to clarifying the mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity in cuprates is related to their 
unusual properties in the normal state. 1n this thesis, we report the normal state magnetic 
properties in high-Tc cuprates studied by means of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 
technique. The key subjects in this thesis are as follows: “the roles of magnetic excitations for 
the high-Tc superconductivity" ,“the origin of the pseudogap behavior in underdoped cuprates" 
and "the mechanism of the superconductivity in multilayer cuprates" , which are discussed 
together with each chapter. 
1n the chapter 2, we report 63Cu-NQR study in Ni substituted YBa2Cu307 ・F:rom the 
universal scaling formula of the 63Cu nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1jT1 , against t = T j九
we have the novel relation between Tc and the characteristic energy of the Cu antiferromagnetic 
(AF) spin ftuctuation , rQ ; 丸 αrQ. Furthermore, by combining with the same universal 
scaling formula of the Gaussian component of the 63Cu nuclear spin-echo decay rate , 1/T2G 1 
we derive the relation, Tc cx r Qç2 , which has been proposed by the theoretical model based 
on the spin-fiuctuation-induced mechanism for the d-wave superconductivity. It is concluded 
that the suppression of Tc with Ni substitution in YBa2Cu307 is caused by the decrease in 
r Q rather than by either magnetic or potential impurity scattering. Our results provide a 
direct experimental evidence for the attractive force to be magnetic in origin irrespective of 
the theoretical model, moreover suppo此s strongly the spin fiuctuation mediated mechanism for 
high-Tc supercond uctivity. 
1n the chapter 3 う we present the NMR results in the single crystal Bi2Sr2CaCu208+? for 
a doping range 丘om underdoping to overdoping. 1n the normal state, 1/T1T has a broad 
maximum around T本， showing the spin-gap behavior. We find that the 63Cu Knight shi氏?
K (T) 1 also exhibits the steep decreぉe below T去 rvTぺ indicating that the pseudogap opens 
not 0叫y in the AF spin excitation spectrum at low energy around Q =(π?π) but also in the 
quasiparticle DOS. The temperature independent behavior of 1/T2G below rv T* suggests that 
the origin of the pseudogap behavior in this temperature region is due to the transfer of the 
spectral weight from low to high energy. 1n al the samplesヲ wefind that 1/九G st紅白 to decreぉe
at a certain temperature, T; , which is higher than the b叫k supercond国ting temperature (九
) and lower than T*. These diminution of 1jT2G as well ぉ K and 1jT1T below T; suggest S. 
C. 丑uctuation without global phase coherency. Based on our NMR results , we present a phase 
diagram in the Bi2212 system which is sketched by three crossover temperature, T mK , T* and 
T; below which K , 1jT1T and 1jT2G start to decreぉe ， respectively. 
1n the chapter 4 and 5, we report the NMR studies on four layers cuprates, i.e. HgBa2 
Ca3Cl401O+ν(Hg1234) and (Cul-xCx)Ba2Ca3Cl4012+y (Cu1234) , where Cu in outer CU02 
planes is surrounded by five oxygens (5-おld) 釦d that in inner Cu 02 planes by four 0勾rgens
(凶ld). 1n Hg1234, the 4ーおld (5-fold) Cu sites 凶bit T1 Tj恥 =const. (T1TjT?:G =const.) 
behavior which has been observed for underdoped (optimally doped) cuprates. We 五nd that 
the pseudogap opens up for both the optimally doped 5-fold and underdoped 4ーfold Cu sites 
at the same temperature , T牟"-' 190 K and Tk '" 220K defined by the Knight shift and 1jT1T. 
1n Cu1234 , we 五nd that a conventional d-wave superconducting state is established in 4-fold 
at Tc = 117 K , but not in 5-fold between Tc > T > 60 K. This provide the evidence that the 
superconductivity Tc = 117 K is maintained by the 4-fold layers which are ne紅 the optimum 
carrier condition. The d-wave superconducting state appears to be established below 60K in 
5-fold , as if the overdoped 5・foldhas own Tc . 1n both layers of Hg-1234, the pseudogap behavior 
below Tk is well reproduced by a model which assumes d-wave symmetry on the pseudogap. 
Based on this model, we suggest that the value of the normal-state pseudogap increぉes linearly 
ぉ the temperature is lowered 丘om T去 to Tc. Furthermore, this model can be applied to the 
2 
temperature dependence of K below Tc for 5-fold in Cu1234 by 儲suming the linear increase of 
a size of superconducting gap between Tc and 60K with the dx2_y2 symmetηr. 
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8ince the discovery of high-Tc cuprate[l], a key question hぉ been "what is the origin of the 
superconductivity in these system?". In order to answer this question, numerous works have 
been carried out both experimentally and theoretically. At present , it hωbecome increぉingly
clear that the mechanism of superconductivity in cuprates is directly related to their unusual 
properties in the normal state. 
In this section , we describe the overview of the physical properties in high-Tc superconductors 
and introduce some topics in their normal state. 
1.1.1 Phase Diagram of High-Tc cuprates 
7 Concl usion 111 
A common feature among copper based high-Tc superconductors is the existence of a plane 
which consists of corner shared CU02 squares. The carrier doping into this plane is essential for 
the occurrence of high-Tc superconductivity. Fig.1.1 shows the phase diagram on the plane of 
the doping rate, Pc包02' and the temperature, T , indicated by various experiments so far carried 
out for high-Tc cuprates. 
High-Tc cuprates start 台om insulating antiferromagnet caused by a strong correlation effect. 
The non-doped parent compounds are Charge-transfer insulators which exhibit an antiferroｭ
magnetic (AF) ordering around 500K. The effective moment is about 0.6μB ， which is lie in 
the CU02 plane. [2] By substituting divalent ions into the site of trivalent ions or by increasing 
the 0勾rgen content , holes are doped into CU02 plane and the N馥l temperatureヲ TN decrease 
dramatically. In the case of La2-x(8r,Ba)xCu04 , as small as 2% substitution of 8r2+ or Ba2+ 
destroy the three dimensional magnetic order , while an spin glぉs like order , i.e. a two dimenｭ
sional antiferromagnetically sort range ordered state, appeむs in low temperature[3 , 4]. The 
superconducting phase appeむs with further doping after the magnetic order disappears. The 
superconducting transition temperature，九， increases with hole doping (underdoped region) 
and having a maximum value at the characteristic doping rate (optimally-doped region). The 
highest Tc known to date under ambient pressure is 133K for HgBa2 Ca2Cu308+ゃ [5] which is 
enhanced to "-' 150K by applying pressure[6]. At much higher doped region , Tc decrease with 
11 1 
• The Korringa law, T1T K2 = constant which usually holds in a normal metallic state, does 
not hold in optimally and underdoped cuprates. 
In this region, 
It is generally agreed that the strong magnetic interaction between planer quasiparticles is 
responsible for these anomalous normal state behaviors and thus for the superconducting tran-
sition at high temper with dx2_y2 pairing. 
It was revealed by the 五rst generation of NMR experiments that the quasiparticles in even 
optimally doped system such as La1.85SrO.1SCu04 and YBa2Cu307 displayed almost antiferroｭ
magnetic behavior in the normal state. The strikingly different temperature dependence of the 
63CU and 170 spin lattice relaxation rates indicates thatχ (q ， ω) is sharply peaks at wave vectors 
in the vicinity of the commensurate ordering wave vector Q =(πグ).[10 ， 1] The Curie-Weiss 
like behavior of 1/63T1 due to the development of the AF correlation in plane is commonly seen 
in most of high-Tc , which has been described first in term of the phenomenological AF spin 
fluctuation model[12], and the self-consistent renormalization (SCR) theory.[13] A remarkable 
五nding was that the AF spin fluctuation disappeared for heavily-doped T12Ba2Cu06+ν(T12201) 
compound exhibiting no longer superconductivity, instead obeying the T1T=constant law in 
a wide T-range.[14] These results have suggested that the AF spin correlation remains in the 
normal state of the superconducting compound, and plays a role for the occurence of the su-
T 
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Figure 1.1: Phase diagram for a high-Tc superconductor on the plane of the doping rate. Tm 
and T-mark the characteristic temperature discussed in the text. 
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N ormal state properties 
It has been revealed that the normal state properties of high-Tc cuprates are anomalous when 
compared to the Landau Fermi Liquid found in the normal state of conventional superconduc-
doping (overdoped region) and 五nally the system enters normal metallic state 
the electronic properties can be understood in terms of the normal fermi liquid. 
It should be noted that the superconducting phase appear in a doping range between the 
AF insulator and normal Fermi liquid phases , which is covered with a range exhibiting an AF 
correlation. This suggests that the development of AF correlation may play an important role 
in the pairing mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity. 
1.1.2 
T(K) 
Figure 1.2: T-dependence of 1/T1T /(A -4B)2 in several high-Tc materials which is proportional 
to the low-企equency component of AF spin-fiuctuation ， χQ/rQt，，2 (le氏自g.) and temper抗ure
dependence of 63(1/T1T ) inT12Ba2Cu06+y with Tc =72 K (0) , 40 K(・) and 0 K(x)(right fig.) 
。tors. For example, 
• The inplane resistivity shows the T-linear law, in contrast to the T2 law in the conventional 
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• The Hall coe伍cient is strongly temperature dependent , while it is temperature indepenｭ
dent in the conventional Fermi liquid. [8] 
Fig. 1.2, shows T-dependence of 1/T1T /(A -4B)2 in several high-Tc materials which is proporｭ
tional to the low-仕equency component of AF spin-fiuctl凶ion ， χQ/rQç2 ( see the section [1.2.6] • The isotropy of resistivity pc/ραb becomes large in the low temperature region. Moreover, 
the c-axis resi坑ivity behaves as a semiconductor in underdoped cup凶es.[9]
3 
2 
). 1/T1T /(A -4B)2 (αχQ/rQç2 ) ， which is 1紅gely enhanced by the AF spin correla.tion and 
folow Curie-Weiss la.w c/ (T + e) in underdoped regime, is markedly depressed by doping holes 
and consequently, becomes temperature independent in a wide temperature region in overdoped 
regime. This indicates that , when holes are introduced into 0 site, the oxygen spin decouples 
the antiferromagnetic spin correlation between Cu spins because of the antiferromagnetic couｭ
pling between Cu and 0 , which reduces χQ. In underdoped cuprates excluding LSCO , 1/T1T 
/(A -4B)2 shows a broad peak above Tc , that is, the pseudogap (spin-gap) behavior. On the 
other hand, in overdoped cuprates such as T12201 , the T1T=const law are observed in a wide 
temperature range above Tc , moreover, it was experimentally confirmed that this T1 T=const 
law is extended to the low temperature region , when the superconductivity is destroyed by the 
magnetic 五eld .[14] This su邸eststhat the T1 T=const law in the 五eld induced normal state in the 
superconducting samples is linked to the T1T=const law in the non-superconducting sample. 
From theoretical point of view, Moriya et al have shown that 1 /九T follows a Curie-Weiss law 
at high temperature and approached T1T=const law at low temperature within SCR theory for 
two-dimensional AF metal. [13] ln this 紅gument ， the AF spin-fluctuations at the zone boundary 
q =Q (π ? π ) have played a central role in explaining consistently the magnetic and transport 
properties such as the NMR relaxation behavior and the linear temperature dependence of the 
resistivity. Kohno and Yamada have roughly derived the relation between the resistivit)ら ρ
and 1 /T1T ぅ ρα T2/T1T . [15] From the result , they have given the T-linear resistivity in the 
underdoped region and the T2 resistivity in the overdoped region. 
1.1.3 Pseudogap problem 
In the figure 1.1, T* termed as Pseudogap or Spin-gap temperature, is the characteristic 
temperature defined by the maxima of the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate , 1/九T. T本
appears in underdoped region to merge smoothly to Tc in overdoped region. 
Spin-gap behavior was first reported from studies of the magnetic excitation spectrum in 
the bilayer system such as YBa2C1l408 and underdoped YBa2Cu306.6 ・ [16 ， 17, 18, 19] It was 
reported that the spin-lattice relaxation rate divided by temperature, 1/T1T has a broad max・
imum around T* far above Tc. This anomalous suppression in the spectral weight of the 
low-energy spin dynamics below T* is referred to as a spin-gα.p behavior and wぉ confirmed
by subsequent neutron experiments. [20] However it was not clear whether the spin-gap was inｭ
trinsic in underdoped high-Tc cuprates, because it has not been observed in typical single-layer 
cuprate, La2-xSrxCu04 (LSCO).[21] Recently spin-gap was 叫so 0 bserved in both single and 
three layers Hg system, HgBa2C3-n-l CUn 02n+2+ν(η=1 ，3).[22 ， 23] From these results , it is now 
considered that spin-gap behavior is intrinsic to CU02 plane in High-Tc cuprates. 
In contrぉt to 1 /T1 T , the Knight shi批 K(T) decreases upon cooling 台om higher temperaｭ
t ure, T m in underdoped cuprates ヲ even in LSCO. Since the anomaly around T* has not been 
recognized apparently in the T-dependence of Knight , it has been considered for the dynamic 
spin susceptibility χ(q ， ω) that 1mχ(q ， ω) with q =Q (π/仏 π/α) and ωrv 0 governing 1/T1T 
hぉ different temperature dependence 合om X(O,O) , that 民 the pse吋ogap opens only around 
4 
q =(π/αス/α) ・ However ， as discussed in the chapter 3 and 4, our analysis of the Knight shift 
data revealed that the anomaly around T本 is observed not only in 1/九 but also in the Knight 
shift at T去 This indicates that the pse凶ogap opens not only 1mχ(Q ， O) but alsoχ (0 ， 0 ) 
The pseudogap in the electronic excitation spectrum is later reported 仕om a variety of other 
probes. Recent studies of angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) revealed that 
the normal-state pseudogap with the dx2_y2 symmetry opens up below a temperature TÂ即ES '
and suggested that it develops into the ιwave SC gap once phase coherence is established below 
Tc .[24, 25] Namely, the result was interpreted as evidence in favor of a preformed d-wave gap.[24] 
TﾂRPES increases up to 300 K for Tc=10 K sample with the further underdoping level.[24] 
Anomalous behavior around T* isalso reported in other probes. Both the Hall coefficient , 
RH , and [ρω (T) 一九b(0)]/T2 ， p(T) being the in-plane resistivity, start to deviate 全omthe highｭ
temperature 1/T1-dependence 訂oundT* . [26] The suppression of the c叩s optiω1 conductivity, 
σc(ω) ， at low frequency[27] and the n紅rowingof Drude peak in the inplane conductivity， σω(ω) , 
set in T rv T本. On the other, the uniform magnetic susceptibility ， χ ， start to decrease gradually 
around much higher temperature, T m [28]. It is also reported that the anomalous temperature 
dependence of the Hall coefficient , RH α1 / T , sets around T m . 
In order to describe Pse吋ogap (spin-gap) behavior in underdoped cuprates, various th• 
oretical approaches have been proposed. In a concept of a spin-charge sep紅ation based on 
the resonating valence bond (RVB) picture, it has been proposed that the spin-gap behavior 
is indispensable in bringing about the superconductivity near 2D Mott insulators. [29] On the 
other handヲ a nearly antiferromagnetic (AF) Fermi liquid model proposed that the anomalous 
spin and charge behaviors in the normal state arise 丘om the magnetic interaction among the 
planer qu鎚iparticles which refiect the close approach of even an optimally doped system to 
the antiferromagnetism. In such a picture, Miyake et al. have proposed that these anomalous 
behaviors can be qualitatively explained on the basis of the mode-mode coupling theory of 
spin fiuctuations in 2D metals by taking into account the technically nested Fermi surface of 
renormalized ql邸iparticles .[30] Pines et al. proposed that the Fermi surface evolution which 
accompanies the development of a precursor to a spin-density-wave (SDW) state gives rise to 
the z = 1 behavior deduced from the NMR measurements and the pseudogap behavior below 
T本.[31] 
Other approach , a normal-state precursor scenarios including the effect of phase fiuctuation , 
is described in the next section. 
1.1.4 Phase fluctuation model 
One of the approaches to understand pseudogap behavior in underdoped cuprates is “the 
phase-fiuctuation model" suggested by V.J.Emery and S.A.Kivelson[32]. They have shown that 
phase fluctuation can signi五cantly reduce the critical temperature Tc of superconductors with 
a small superfluid density. 
The pairing scale is related to the size of the coherence length 輟 or equivalently the energy 
gap ムo at zero temperature , and , in the BCS mean field theory， ム0/2 provides a good estimate 
5 
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character of 4-and 5-fold CU02 layers , (i.e. the carrier condition and the magnetic properties) 
訂e equivalent within a unit cell, and if not , which layers mainly contribute to the higher Tc 
value in these compounds. As concerns this question, two different phenomenological models 
are discussed inπ= 3 and 4 compounds. 1n a model of Wheatley et.al,[54] it is assumed that 
the carriers are distributed equally between al the CU02 layers within a unit cel regardless of 
the difference in the type of the CU02 layers. On the other hand , i泊n a model of Haむines and 
Ta叫110∞n民吋，[伊55司] a possibility of an in吐}
layers is sugge邸st旬ed. The investigation on the electronic structure and magnetic properties in the 
each CU02 planes 仕om the microscopic points of view has been desired to the understanding 
of superconductivity mechanism in these multiple Cu-O layered systems. 
of Tc . At the same time , the clωsical phase ordering temperature is determined by the "phぉe
stiffness" vowhich sets the energy scale for the spatial variation of the superconducting phぉe.
If九 is independent of T , the ph蹴 ordering temperature Tphase = A凡 where A is a number 
of order unity. [32] At zero temperature，陥 is given in terms of the superfiuid density ns(T = 0) 
or , equivalently, the experimentally measured penetration depth 入(T = 0): 
where αis a length scale that depends on the dimensionality of the material. An estirnate for 九
is given by the smaller of TMF and Tphase , where TMF is the mean-field transition temperature 
predicted in BCS theo巧r.
Emery and Kivelson argued that in conventionallow-Tc superconductors, which have a large 
superfiuid stiffness，九九αse > Tc, so that phぉe fiuctuations are irrelevant and the transition 
is BCS-like. However, cuprate superconductors 紅e doped Mott insulators which have a small 
superfiuid stiffness (of order the doping x) ヲ Tphαse ~ Tc and the transition is controlled by phぉe
ordering. This naturally explains the Uemura scaling Tc ~ ns(O)jm, observed in the high-Tc 
cuprates[33]. 1n addition, the reduction of the ph笛e stiffnessηs (T) j 4m isapproximately linear 
in temperature due to the d-wave symrnetry, almost a1 the way to Tc ,[34] in contrast to conｭ
ventional s-wave s叩erconductors ， where ns(T)j4m rapidly drops to zero near Tc . Therefore 
the temperature range for which ns(T)j4m is a small number is much wider than in the conｭ
ventional superconductor, and the effect of ph部e fluctuations can be observed even far 台om Tc 
150 
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1.1.5 Superconductivity in the multilayered cuprates 
4 
The Tc value of the high-Tc superconductor hぉ a tendency to increぉe with incre鎚ing the 
number of CU02 layers per unit cell. The relation between the number of the CU02 sheets and Tc 
for Hg- , Tl- , and Bi-compounds is shown in Fig.1.3. As for the HgBa2C3.n-l CUn02n+2+y family, 
the highest Tc value in the system, Tc.mαx ， lncreぉes with the number of the Cu O2 layers per 
unit cell ， η ， and reaches a maximum of Tc ,max = 134K forη= 3, HgBa2Ca2Cu308+y (Hg1223) 
phase. However for n=4, HgBa2Ca3Cli4 0 1O+ν(Hg1234) ph出e ， the value of Tc ,max decreases 
to 123K. 1n contrast , some phenomenological models predict a monotonic increase of Tc ,max 
forη= 1 to 4,[50, 51] and actually, the TIBa2Ca2Cu3011+ν(T1l234) ph蹴凶 a maximum 
Tc ,max value of 120K in the TIBa2C3.n-l CUn 02n+3 family. [52] The origin of the inc阿部e of Tc 
inη= 1 to 3 and the decrease in n = 4 for Hg-compounds hぉ been investigated mainly 台om
macroscopic view points, and discussed as concerned with the carrier condition on CU02 layers, 
however not fully understood. [53] 
The other interest in these compounds is the relationship between Tc and the local configuraｭ
tion of Cu in the CU02 sheets. The high-Tc compounds with three (n=3) and four (n=4) CU02 
layers per 山üt cell, consist of two different types of CU02 layers in a unit cel: one of which is 
two P戸amidal (5-fold) CU02 layers , while another is one (n=3) or two (n=4) 叩are (4-fold) 
CU02 layers sandwiched by two 5-fold layers. 1nteresting questions are whether or not the local 
。
。 l 2 3 4 5 6 
n 
Figure 1.3: The relation of the number of the CU02 sheets and Tc for Hg- , Tl- , and Biｭ
compounds. 
6 7 
1.2 NMR Theory in High-Tc Cuprates 
Nuclear magnetic resonance experiment (NMR) isone of the most powerful microscopic probe 
for the investigation of the planner spin excitations in high-Tc cuprate. Through a study of the 
Knight shi氏 ， K , spin-lattice relaxation rate , l/Tl , spin-spin relaxation rate , 1/T2G , we can 
gain the information of the wave-vector, q , and 丘equency， ω dependent spin susceptibility, 
χ (q ， ω) . 
In this section, we review the NMR theory applied to high-Tc cuprates and the analysis of 
NMR data 仕om the nearly antiferromagnetic fermi liquid picture. 
1.2.1 N uclear spin Hamiltonian 
A nuclear spin interacts with its electronic env?onment through electric and magnetic hyperｭ
五ne couplings. In the presence of an applied magnetic field , H 0, the Hamiltonian of a nuclear 
spin, 1 , having a quadrupole moment , eQ , can be written as , 
冗=冗Zeeman + 冗quadr包pole + 冗hyperfine (1.2) 
The first term 冗Zeeman is the Zeeman interaction between a nuclear spin moment μπ=γηñ1 
and Ho; 
冗Zeeman = -?? 0[1 z cos ()+ 1y sin e sin ゆ+1 x sin ()cos ゆ]， (1.3) 
The second term 冗quαdrupole is the electrostatic hyperfine interaction between the electric 
field gradie凶(EFG) due to the non-spherical distribution of the electron charge and the nuclear 
electric quadrupole moment for the nuclear spin (1 三 1);
eQVzz (nT?' T/r , l' , TJlr? , T?'¥ -(3I3-I(I+1)+ 立 (1~ + 1~) ) ,qua 叩.pole = 41 (21 _ 1) ¥.:J.L Z - .L ¥.L -r .i) -r 2' ¥.L + -r.L-  (1.4) 
Here , Vαα(α = X , y , z) denote the principal components of the electric field gradient (EFG) 
tensor V , with the axes labeled according to the convention 1 V xx 1 三 IVω| 三 11/zz l . The 
asymmetry parameter of V， η ， is defined asη = (Vxx -Vyy)/Vzz. For a particular site , x ,y ,z 
訂e chosen ぉ the 仕ame of reference in Eqs. 1.2,1.3,1.4 and 1.5. In High-Tc cuprates due to 
symmetry, one permutation of the ι y ， z set coincides with orthorhombic ， α ， b and c crystal 
axes . 。釦dφare the polar and azimuth angles of Ho , respectively, in this crystal frame. 
The third term in Eq.1.2 isthe magnetic hyperfine interaction given as 
守íhyperfine - 守口巴?手 [芹P号苧争6引伶刷仰(ケ例T刈引)川μ1.8 一 (~乎;J子三手一 33(1σI づγS 刈
+ 守+ 号hhεむ( 1 削州州)戸↑ (1.5) 
Here S and l 紅e the total electron spin (8 = L s) and the orbital angular momentum of 
electron.γηand ? are the nucle紅釦delectron gyromagnetic rations. l¥ﾞi(O)12 isthe probability 
density of closed s-electrons. Each terms in Eq.1.5 isthe Fermi contact interaction due to sｭ
electrons , the spin dipolar interaction due to only unpaired non s-electrons, orbital interaction 
8 
due to the orbital current of non s-electron and the ind?ect interaction due to core polarization 
effect where the closed inner s-electrons むe polarized by the unpaired non s-electrons through 
exchange polarization effects. 
In general, Eq.1.5 isdivided into two p紅ts of a spin and a orbital parts as 
円 l.l
行hyperfine = 1 . A . 8 +γηγeñL. τE一 ?
where A is the hyperfine coupling tensor. 
(1.6) 
In the absence of an applied or an internal static magnetic field , the remaining 行quadrupole
gives rise to doubly degenerate energy levels between which NQR transitions can be induced. 
For cooper , there exist two naturally occurring isotopes 63Cu and 65Cu both having spin 3/2 
and thus two doubly degenerate 士 1/2 and 士3/2 energy levels. For each isotope, a transition 
between these levels yields a single NQR signal 試合equency
e63 ，65Q\今z~二63，65νQ=1/1+2η2 
可 2h V ~ . 3' (1.7) 
In the presence of a large external magnetic field う Ho ， Hquαdrupole causes, for each isotope and 
each site, a splitting of the Cu NMR signal into a centralline arising from the central transition, 
(+~， -~) ， and two satellite lines due to the (:::i:~，平~) transitions. In addition, the 冗hype小m
term causes a magnetic shift of each line. 
1.2.2 Mila-Rice Hamiltonian 
In the t-J model, the moments are localized on Cu orbitals slightly hybridized with neighｭ
boring ones. These hybridizations can induce transferred interactions 企om one Cu atom to 
neighboring atoms. In order to explain the large 紅白otropy of Knight shi玩 in YBa2Cu307 
which cannot be explained by only the on-site hyperfine interaction, F.Mila and T.M.Rice proｭ
posed the transferred hyperfine 日eld 企om the ne紅白t neighboring Cu spins[35]. 
For Cu, they derived an interaction Hamiltonian 
行MR= 乞 AD:1g8g + 乞 B10 ・5 (1.8) 
α=x ，y ，z 
where 1 and 8 are Cu nuclear and electronic spins, the index i runs over the four Cu nearest 
neighbors of the central Cu atom denoted by O. The first term, A represent coupling of Cu 
nuclear moment to the electronic spin in the same cel. They are anisotropic because the Cu 
atomic wave function with the greatest weight at the Fermi surface is the 3dx2_y2 state which 
is spatially anisotropic and couples to the nuclear spin via spin-orbit and dipolar coupling. B is 
a supertransferred hyperfine coupling connecting a Cu moment in one cel to an electron in an 
adjacent cel through Cu(3dx2_y2)-0(2p)-Cu(4S) covalent bonding. It is isotropic because the 
coupling to the nuclear spin is via the Fermi contact interaction. 
From the K- χplot in YBa2Cu306.5 the hyperfine coupling A上 + 4B = 195kOe/μB is 
obta凶ed[36] ， whereぉ AI I + 4B = O. The internal field at the Cu site in the antiferromagnetic 
YBa2C町06 is estimated to be 79.6kOe/O.66μB[37] which provides IAム - 4BI to be 121kOe. 
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Thus 台om these relations Aム = 37KOe/μB ， AII = -158kOe/μB ， B = 39kOe/μB 但'e obtained 
for YBa2Cu307 ・ [38] Here the difference between YBa2Cu307 加d YBa2Cu306.5 shown to be 
negligible. 
Here, Aj and 0α 紅e the spin and the orbital hyperfine tensor. 
1n the case of in-plane Cu(2) site in High-Tc cuprate ， χωis temperature independent and 
expressed as , 
8μ~w 
χvv ll = E(d(xy)) _ E(d(x2 _ y2、、，
2μもW
Xvvム=門1 .11 \、二1 .11 つり、、， (1.17) 
(1.16) 
1.2.3 Knight shift 
The magnetic coupling between the nuclear spin and its electronic environment as expressed 
by the hyperfine Hamiltonian, Hhyper fine , can be viewed as a coupling of the nuclear spin with 
a time dependent local magnetic hyperfine field , HL(t) , generated by the electron spin and 
the electron orbital motion. The static part of HL(t) , (HL(t)) gives rise to a NMR lines shi氏
expressed by the magnetic shift , K，α ， which is usually called the Knight shift. 
When the second-order electronic quadrupole interaction is taken into account as a perturｭ
bation to the Zeeman interaction, the resonance shi氏。fthe centerline of the e2qQ split lines is 
expressed as , 
1n the superconducting state ， χs decreases with temperature decreasing due to the formation 
of the spin singlets. Thus the residual p訂t of K extrapolated to T = OK is attributed to Kvv 
with a small diamagnetic part ぉsociated with the Meissner shielding effect of about -0.03% ヲ
if the spin p訂t disappears perfectly. 
The spin part of the Knight shi氏 ， Ks , is obtained as 
Ksα =K.α -Kvvα (1.18) 
4π2v3 (I(I + 1)-3/4) sin28(1 -9cos28) ムω=γηKαHres+ ---'"' (1.9) According to the Mila-Rice Hamiltonian, the 63Cu spin Knight shift , 63 Ks is expressed as, 
where Hres is the field where the resonance is observed, e isthe angle between the principal axis 
of the field gradient tensor , c axis, and the external magnetic field. The first term in eq.(1.9) is 
due to the Knight shift and the second is the second-order quadrupole term. When the external 
magnetic 五eld is parallel to the c axis , the second term is zero. 
3K(AI +4B) 
sll = f¥Q._. _ t2χs(T) ， Ö~γη7巴九 (1.19) 
63 T/ (Aょ +4B)=れつ χs(T) ，ÖJ')'η')'eh~ (1.20) 
ムω = rnKIIHres (1.10) 
From this relation, one can estimate the magnitude of the uniform spin susceptibility in High-Tc 
cuprates. 
Since the spin susceptibility is considered to be isotropic, 
Thus obtained KII ・ When the external magnetic field is perpendicular to the cωcis ， 
KslI _ AI +B 
Ks上 A上 +B' (1.21) 4π2ν'ð (I(I + 1)-3/4) 
ムω =')'nKょHres + マ戸;て T/" 、 (1.11) Using this relation , by assuming AI' Aょ to be independent of the material, one obtains the 
values of B in several High-Tc cuprates. B is increases with increasing hole content at the 
O(pσ) 
and then ???//一、
i
???二民\lノ一九1ム一匂
1
+一
x
m
一K
q匂一Lq&
一
dI
、
市川一
6士­
At
一?よ?一一
ル一中
(1.12) 
Thus liner relation is expected between ムω(γπHrω 釦d H.ι3.Kム and レ'Q are obtained from 
the intercept and slope of the linear line. 
The Knight shi批 K consists of the spin pむt Ks and the orbital (Van Vleck)part K，併b ，
which むe connected to the spin susceptibility， χs and the Van Vleck orbital susceptibilityχm 
respecti vely. 
Kα =Ksα +Kvvα (1.13) 
where 
Ksα= 」一〉 ;Ajαχsα
gμB7. 
(1.14) 
and 
Kωα= 土oωuα
μB 
(1.15) 
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1.2.4 Nuclear Spin-Lattice Relaxation Rateヲ 1/T1 1.2.5 Nuclear Spin-Spin Relaxation Rate, 1/九G
Pennington and Slichter[39] have shown that the 63Cu nuclear spin echo decay (transverse 
spin-lattice) relaxation occurs through their coupling to the itinerant Cu2+ spins [the RKKY 
mechanism] and so depends on the filter function 
The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1 probes the q -averaged imaginary part of the 
dynamical electron spin susceptibility χ代q内J) ，
1γηkB て~I Af_¥12X"( q ぅ ωη)一=ーナ) ~ IA(q)1 辺T1T 2μEγωη (1.22) 63 Feff(q) = [AI +沼(c叫 +c叫)] , (1.30) 
A(q) = 乞 Ajexp(iq.Tj) (1.23) 
and the real part of the static spin susceptibility，ど (q). Itoh et al.[40] and Thelen and Pines[41] 
showed that the resulting expression for 63T2C isgiven by 
and 
where ωηand ìn むe the resonance 企equency and nuclear (electronic) gyromagnetic ratios, 
respectively, and Aj is the on-site (T j = 0) and the transferred (勺 =1= 0) hyperfine coupling 
tensor for the nuclei under consideration. Because of the site and wave-vector dependence of 
the form factor , 63Cu probes χ11 (q ， ωη) primarily around q = Q(π/α， π/α) . 
According to the Mila-Rice Hamiltonian[35] , 1/T1 of 63Cu are given as, 
\11tit-
ノ
ワゐ
汀ヲχ αA ??
n局邸玄
q
l
一N???χ ?? ?n問
臼乞
q
l
一N
/'''s
・a・-冒
11
‘、\
? ?
? ???民U
? ?,,,
,
, 
\It--
ノ
ゆ一
8
FL
一つ山
nu
一
1
ム
? ? ?
一一
l一町 (1.31) 
where 0.69 is the abundance of 63Cu isotope. 
Experimentally, spin-echo amplitude E recorded as a function of the time T between the first 
and second pulses is well fitted to the expression [39] 
53ηkB や 2X"( q , Wn) 一一一=一一一 γ九(q)辺
53T11T 2吟ケ ωη 
(1.24) 
q
,“ \It--
ノ
ア一氾2
一T
一
???1ム一円リムア一品2一Fa? ?????一一???? (1.32) 
日ìnkB て.....，r T:"1 f _ ¥ 2 , T:"1 f _ ¥ 21 X"(q ， 同)百五7子=ゴEτ 2..JFj_ (q)￥+ Fìl(q川崎
ムー.....- -,-.0 q 
(1.25) 
where 1/T2L is the Lorentzian spin-echo decay rate associated with the T1 process. 1/九L was 
determined using the relation 1/九L = 3(1/T1)1 + (1/T1 ) ム・ [42]
An important concern when performing NQR (or NMR) measurement of 1/T2c isthe size 
of the rf excitation amplitude (H1) relative to the width of the resonance line ムω T2c むises
through a magnetic interaction between a nuclear spin and nuclear spin in neighbor because of 
the change in precession f民quency of a nucleus resulting from the inversion of neighbor spins. 
For the center transition only those neighbors which are both the s釘ne isotope and in either 
the m = 1/2 or -1/2 state contribute. When there is quadrupole line broadening the resonance 
丘equency of these neighbor shifted sufficiently that the rf pulse does not invert them. Then, the 
measured T2c will depend on the size of H1. An incorrect value of T2C will result. If γHl >>ω 
one can be sure the rf pulse fips al the neighbors. If γHl ::;ωthere is no such assurance, 
however the effect of line converge can be tested by measuring T2G as a function of H 1. 
The relationship between NMR and NQR measurements of T2C is given by[43] 
(土)NOR = 立(土)T2C) NQR 1.03 ¥'T2c) NMR' (1.33) 
where the form factors are given as , 
F_l(q) = Aょ + 2B[cosqxα + cosqyαl (1.26) 
FI(q) = AI + 2B[cosqxα + cosqya] (1.27) 
where αis the distance between Cu atoms. 
In carrying comp紅ison with the spin-spin relaxation rate, 1/T2c , it is useful to define the 
effective spin-lattice relaxation rate with a static field applied perpendicular to the c むås by 
1 2 1 一一一=一一一一一 =(2R-1)ぉナ63Tfff 63勾ム 63T1 \-~~ ~J 63T1 
(1.28) 
where R is R = (53T111/53Tlょ). The relaxation rate is then given by 
637ABF2Y(q ， ωη) 町ffT= 五子 J||(q) ωη (1.29) 
and for T1 meωurements ， 3T11NQR= T1 ,NMR. The factor of 1.03 arises because the NQR data 
むe taken on a randomly oriented powder whereas the NMR data are t出en on an oriented 
powder. 
It hぉ been established that the antiferromagnetic spin fiuctuations play the crucial role in 
l/Tl of the planner Cu nuclei in High-Tc cuprate, whereas for other nuclei (for example, 0 and 
Y in YBa2Cu307) the contribution of the antiferromagnetic spin fiuctuations is filtered away 
through the Mila-Rice hyper五ne form factor. 
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1.2.6 Ne訂ly Antiferromagnetic Fermi Liquid Model (MMP Model) with the Debye energy replaced by the product , fQe (i.e. , the range of energy in which the 
pairing interaction is effective). In MP's expression, 
A quantitative 白t to NMR experiments can be obtained with a phenomenological expression 
for the dynamica1 spin susceptibi1ity， χ(Q ， 叫， which reflects this close approach to a出ferrか
magnetism. Quite generally, one finds four peaks inχat wave vectors, Q i , in the vicinity of 
the commensurate AF wave vector, Q = (π/α， π/α) ， which are located symmetrically about Q 
. In the vicinity of a given pe出 at Q i ， χdisp1ays considerable structure; it takes the form 
proposed by Millis, Monien and Pines (MMP).[44] For low 企equency， ω ， and momentum, q , 
ne訂 the antiferromagnetic ordering wave vector Q = (1f/α，1f/α) ， the MMP susceptibility is 
九 =rQGYEP叫(-1/入) (0.42 三入三 0.48) , (1.40) 
where ?and 入 are the doping level and the dimensionless coupling constant , respective1y. 
1.2.7 Magnetic scaling behavior in the normal state 
χ(q ， ω) = χQ 
1 + (q-Q) 2 ? -iω/fQ 
χo /，s(ご/α)2
- 1 + (q-Q)2と2_ω/fQ
(1.34) 
Of the various anomalous aspects of normal state behavior of the superconducting cuprates, 
the 10w frequency magnetic response is perhaps the most unusual, in that one finds nearly 
antiferromagnetic behavior and three distinct magnetic phases in a1 but the highly overdoped 
system. 
An extensive body of theoretical[45 , 46 , 47] and experimenta1 work[48 , 49 , 23] has provided 
evidence for the magnetic scaling behavior in the normal state ofthe High-Tc cuprates, expressed 
in term of a relationshi p between f Q and ? 
(1.35) 
and 
ぬ =χ。♂(と/α)2 =α(ご/α)2 (1.36) 
where χo is the static long-wavelength susceptibi1ity on unit of states/eV， χQ is the correspondｭ
ing static susceptibility at Q ， βreflects the scale of the antiferromagnetic enhancement , ?is 
the antiferromagnetic correlation length (>> lattice spacing ， α) ， and f Q is the characterizes the 
energy of the spin fluctuation near Q . For YBa2Cu307 in the expression eq.(1.35) only ?varies 
with temperature. 
For the planar copper , eq.(1.29) in the limit of ?>>αsimplifies to 
1 I'V kB(γη九)2χQ 1_- Q 1 
= (2R -1)63'一一= <)1;.2 九(Q)一一一 |α 一|3T~ifT \-~~ ~J 63T11T - 2ñμ~ ~ C¥ ~ / ? Q? l ~ f Q J 
fQ rv ご-z (1.41 ) 
Barzykin and Pines (BP) proposed a phase diagram for the magnetic behavior in those maｭ
七eria1s as a function of p1anar hole doping and temperature, which is shown in Fig.1.4. They 
identiちr two crossover temperatures , T* and T cr , which vary with doping. They propose that 
between T本 and T cr one should 五吋 a possibly nonuniversal , z = 1 scaling regime (the quantum 
critical (QC) regime) , subsequently termed pseudoscαling by Pines, characterized by 
(1.37) 
rQ(T) I'Vと-l(T) rvα +bT， (1.42) 
In the same limit , the expression for eq.(1.31) a1so can be simpli五ed to , 
[会124白川Q)品 [αα2(と/α)2] Thus, in this QC regime, the ratio fr、円】VFよ氏T一GZ一2 (1.43) (1.38) 
In the theoretical work on MMP and many subsequent papers[45] the assumption ha.'S been that 
αis independent of temperature, but ?is not. Thus eq.(1.37) and eq.(1.38) show that 63(1/TI) 
measures the characteristic energy of the antiferromagnetic spin fluctuation and 631/T2G mea司
sures the correlation length. 
Because 1/T2G 組dl/TfffT 訂e both proportional to ç-2 , one then has (from eq.(1.37) and 
(1.38)) , 
is expected to be independent of temperature. At ternperatures below T寧， one enters the 
Pseudogα.p regirne. On the other hand, above a temperature, T cr ， χdisplays z = 2 rnean-field 
or RP A behavior characterized by the relation, 
fQ(T) I'V ?2(T) rv C + dT, (1.44) 
In this regime, if we make the assumption that αis temperature independent , so the ratio 
63TI11T ,....., 0.69(63γηた?巧I(Q)2
(2R -1)χQ訂Q
T2G - 16叩もñkB (1.39) 
T， l、右ー αfQχQ= αfQe
.l.2G 
should be ternperature independent above T cr ・ In YB a2Cli4 08 , Corey et al. found z = 1 
(T1T/九G I'V COηst.) behavior above T本I'V 150K , and recently Curro et al. a1so demonstrated 
the crossover behavior 合om z = 1 toz = 2 (T1T /T'iG rv const.) behavior at T;σ I'V 500K , which 
(1.45) 
so that in the limit of long correlation length, one can determine directly 台om experirnent the 
product of the characteristic energy and the staggered susceptibility of spin fl.uctuation at Q , 
XQ?Q. Experimentally one 五nds thatχQñf Q is nearly ternperature independent above Tc in 
the optimally and overdoped cuprates. 
Within a model of spin-fl.uctuation induced pairing, Monthoux and Pines (MP) [12] found 
that , for the NAFL case, Tc is determined by an expression analogous to the usua1 BCS one 
むe shown in Fig.1.5.[48] 
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Chapter 2 
63Cu -NMR/NQR Study in Ni 
Substituted YBa2Cu307 
2.1 Introduction 
Since the discovery of high-Tc superconductor , various kinds of experiments have been carried 
out to elucidate the mechanism of the superconductivity. Among them the NMR measurements 
made important contributions to the study of the normal and s叩erconducting properties[l , 2, 
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]; in particular the NMR study on the impurity effect provided important clues 
to the determination of the symmetry of the order parameter to be of d-wave[ll , 12 , 13] 
In High-Tc cuprates , partial substitution of nonmagnetic impurities such as Zn for Cu leads to 
strong suppression of the superconductivity than substitution of nominally magnetic Ni, which 
is in sharp contrast with the conventional superconductors. In the case of Zn substitution in 
YBa2Cu307 (YBC07) , it has been revealed 企om the T1T=constant relation and the residual 
spin Knight shift at low temperatures probed by Cu-NQR and NMR measurements that the 
superconductivity was found to be in the gapless regime with a finite density of states (DOS) at 
the Fermi level by the strong impurity scattering in the unitarity limit by Zn, which provided a 
crucial evidence for the high-Tc superconductivity to be of d-wave. .[1] The relation between the 
induced residual DOS , Nr巴5 and the rapid suppression of Tc with Zn doping can be qualitatively 
explained on the basis of a d-wave superconductor by ぉsuming that nonmagnetic Zn act as 
strong potential scatters in the unitarity limit. Furthermore, the disruption of the AF spin 
fiuctuation in the vicinity of Zn impurity was demonstrated to lead to a stronger reduction in 
Tc than in the unitarity limit associated with the change of the spin fiuctuation spectrum. 
In comparison with nonmagnetic Zn substitution, the magnetic Ni substitution in YBa2Cu307 
, reduces Tc by one-fifth smaller than Zn. NMR measurement at low temperature below Tc shows 
that the partial substitution of Ni induces no residual DOS at EF. Thus the effect of Ni impurity 
spm was possible to to be explained in terms of the Born approximation[11 , 13]. 
In this chapter 2, we report the novel relation between Tc and the Cu antiferromagnetic 
(Cu-AF) spin fiuctuation which has been found 企om 63Cu NQR measurement in the normal 
state. This relation reveals experimentally that Tc is intimately correlated with the Cu-AF 
21 
spin fluctuation that governs 1j63T1 and 1/ 63T2c , which hence provides crucial evidence for 
the pairing mechan﨎m to be magnetic in origin. The reduct卲n 匤 Tc by the Ni substitution 
is considered to be neither due to the magnetic nor the potential scattering effect , but due 
to the decrease in the characteristic energy scale, r Q of the Cu-AF spin 丑uctuation around 
Q = (πja ， π/α) . 
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2.2 Sample Preparation and Characterization 
A series of samples, YBa2(Cul-xNix)307 with x = 0.03 , 0.05 , 0.07 and 0.1 were prepared by 
the standard solid state react卲n method. The appropriate quantities of Y 203 , BaC03, CuO 
and NiO were mixed thoroughly and reacted at 9350C for 16 hours in air after crushed into 
powder. These procedures were repeated by twice. Then the pellet was annealed under flowing 
02 gas at 3500C for 24 hours. 
YBC07 has two inequivalent Cu sites, i.e. Cu(l) in the CuO chain and Cu(2) in the CU02 
plane. There is a consensus that the Ni and the Zn impurities むe preferentially substituted for 
Cu(2) from various experiments such as Y時NMR [14] , X-ray [15 , 16] and neutron di缶action [ 17]
The superconducting transition temperature, Tc was determined to be 82 , 76 , 70 and 65 K 
for x = 0.03 , 0.05, 0.07 and 0.1, respectively 企om the AC susceptibility measurement. Figure 
2.1 shows the Ni content dependence of Tc in Ni-doped YBC07 together with that in Zn-doped 
YBC07 reported in the literatures. Tc decreases linearly up to x = 0.10 and 0.03 in the Ni-and 
Zn-doped YBC07 as displayed by solid lines , respectively. The reduction rate in Tc for the Niｭ
substitution is by one-fifth smaller than that for the Zn-substitution. When exceeding x = 0.15, 
the value of Tc deviates 企om a linear decrease, indicating that the Ni impurity may not be 
preferentially replaced into Cu(2). Accordingly, we concern with the Ni-substituted YBC07 for 
x < 0.1. 
YBa2 (CU 1 ・x M xh0 7 M = Ni, Zn 
100 
。
三 50
。
ト
。 5 10 15 
X(%) 
Figure 2.1: N? content dependence of Tc in Ni-doped YBC07 together with that in Zn-doped 
YBC07 
Figure 2.2 shows the T -dependence of magnetic susceptibility， χ ， meおuredby a superconductｭ
mg quantum interference dev兤e (SQUID) magnetmeter. χis nearly temperature independent 
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above Tc in non-doped YBa2CU307 ヲ however the additional Curie term appears in Nトdoped
samples. This suggests that the local magnetic moments are induced by Ni substitutilon in CU02 
plane. Thus, T -dependence of χin Ni-doped samples are analyzed by assuming that it contains 
a T-independent spin component ， χ0 ， and a T-dependent Curie compone凶， χc(T) ， i.e.) 4 
300 
Figure 2.2: T-dependence of magnetic susceptibility， χ ， measured by a superconducting quanｭ
tum interference device (SQUID) magnetmeter. The inset shows the T-dependence of Xc(T). 
Figure 2.3: Ni content dependence of the Curie constants. The Curie constant corresponds to 
s = 1/2 rather than S = 1 asshown by the solid line in 五gure.
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(2.1) 
where χo is independent of Ni content , however χc(T) largely depend on it. As expected ヲ the
temperature dependence of χc(T) むe well fitted by the Curie low , C /T , as shown in the inset 
in Fig.2.2 , and thus the Curie constants are obtained ぉ shown in Fig.2.3. The Cwrie constant 
corresponds to S = 1/2 rather than S = 1, though usually S = 1 is expected for Ni2+ ions. The 
same results 紅e reported by Mendels et al. [18] 
The local magnetic moments induced by Ni substitution in CU02 plane however largely deｭ
pends on both the carrier content and systems. In underdoped YBa2Cu306.6 , it is reported that 
Ni-substitution induces S = 1 moments in plane.[18] On the other hand , Nakano et al recently 
demonstrated in La2-xSrxCU1-yNiy04 (0.14 壬 z 三 0.22) that there exists no additional Curie 
term in Ni substituted samples up to a certain value, Yo. To explain this experimental results , 
they proposed that Ni atoms is substituted as trivalent Ni3+ and take the low spin state in this 
regime[27] . 
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χ=χ0+χc(T) 
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2.3 Experimental Results 
2.3.1 Cu-NQR spectra Cu引1
t込\ 。 0.8、、企
ム
The Cu-NQR spectra obtained at 100 K in a series of the Ni-doped YBC07 are presented in 
Fig. 2.4. Two sets of NQR spectra of 63Cu and 65Cu are observed around 20 and ~W MHz for 
Cu(l) and Cu(2) , respectively. There are no remarkable shi氏 in the CU NQR spectra for Cu(l) 
and Cu(2) sites, showing that the electric 五eld gradients (EFG) at both the Cu sites do not 
appreciably change with Ni content. This provides the evidence that inplane hole contents does 
not vary with Ni-doping, since EFG is dominated by the on-site holes and thus probe for the 
local hole density in CU02 plane. On the other hand, the full-width at half叩aximum (FWHM) 
of the 63Cu NQR spectra for both Cu(l) and Cu(2) increase linearly with Ni content up to 
X = 0.10. This shows that Ni impurities are systematically doped in the samples until X = 0.10. 
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Figure 2.5: The Ni content dependence of the integrated intensity, INi(x) for the Cu(2) NQR 
spectrum together with that for Zn-doped YBC07 
corresponds to the decreasing rate, I(x) = 1 -(3/2)x expected for the simple dilution, which 
is in good agreement with the experiment. This result assures that al Cu nuclei including 
nearest neighbors to Ni impurity contribute to the observed NQR spectrum. By contrぉt ， the 
reduction rate of IZn(x) = [1-(3/2)x]5 for Cu(2) deduced in Zn-doping[19] is much larger than 
in the Ni-doping as seen in Fig.2.5. Since the disturbance of the EFG is substantial for four 
nearest neighbor Cu(2) sites surrounding Zn, the Cu-NQR signals are out of observation for 
these Cu(2) sites. It is evident that the Ni-substitution is much moderate as compared with 
the Zn-substitution, although the former behaves as a magnetic impurity. 
10% 
20 25 30 
Frequency (M Hz) 
Figure 2.4: Cu-NQR spectra obtained at 100 K in a series of the Ni doped YlBC07 
The Ni content dependence of the integrated intensity, INi(x) for the Cu(2) NQR spectrum 
is displayed together with that for Zn-doped YBC07 in Fig.2.5. Solid line for Ni-doped YBC07 
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Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate , l/Tl was meおured by the saturation recovery method in 
zero magnetic field at the pe出 ofthe 63Cu NQR spectrum for Cu(2). The relaxation function of 
the nuclear magnetization defined as m(t) = [M(∞) -M(t)]/M(∞)， where M (t) is the nuclear 
magnetization at time t after the saturation pulse, could fit a simple exponential in the normal 
state even in the .)Ji substituted system, and hence Tl was uniquely determined. 
contrast to the case of Zn doping. 1n the Zn-doped samples , T1 islargely distributed due to 
a local suppression of the Cu-AF spin correlation in the vicinity of the Zn impurity [1]. This 
contrast between Zn-and Ni-impurity effect in the nuclear relaxation behavior suggests that Zn 
impurity affects strongly and locally the magnetic properties in the CU02 planes whereas Ni 
impurity does not. At low temperatures well below Tc , T1 isdistributed in the x = 0.07 and 0.10 
samples. Here, we tentatively extract a short component , T1s , estimated from a slope where 
m(t) decreases 仕om 1 to l/e and a long component , Tl ， 仕om a slope where m(t) decre鎚es 企om
0.1 to 0.01 in order to show an overall temperature dependence. 
1n Figs.2.6 組d 2.7, we plot the T and (T /九) dependence of 1/T1 for x = 0, 0.03 , 0.07 and 
0.10 , respectively. As seen in Fig.2.6 , 1/T1s's for x = 0.07 and 0.10 experience a large increase 
well below Tc. Both the increase and distribution of 1/T1 observed at low temperatures 紅e
attributed to the fluctuation of the localized Ni spin associated with the magnetic order [20]. 1n 
the normal state, 1/T1 above Tc isalso successively increased with increasing Ni content. From 
the dependence of 1/T1 on the Ki content, magnetic field and temperature,the contribution 
of the localized Ni spin fluctuation to 1/T1 could be excluded for T 三九 as discussed later. 
Therefore this increase of 1/T1 suggests that the Cu-AF spin fiuctuation that governs l/Tl is 
progressively changing with Ni doping. 
The most remarkable findings むethat al the experimental data on l/Tl when plotted against 
t = T/九(x) as illustrated in Fig.2.7 are entirely on a universal curve with respect to the variation 
of t in a T range of Tc-400 K and even below Tc except at low temperature, regardless of the Ni 
content. This means that al1 the T dependence of l/Tl in these samples undergoes a universal 
scaling with a single parameter, t = T /Tc (x) above 釦dj凶t below Tc. The scaling below Tc 
indicates that the energy gap scales with Tc which is a natural consequence, and any other 
effects such as localized Ni spin fluctuation むe ruled out. On the other hand , the scaling above 
Tc indicates that the change of the Cu-AF spin fiuctuation, originating from Ni substitution, 
hぉ an intimate relation to the reduction in Tc with Ni doping. 
Before proceeding further , we have to comment on a possibility that the increase in 1/T1 in 
the normal state upon doping Ni would be associated with spin fluctuations of Ni local moments , 
which can, however , be ruled out as follows: 1n the cぉe of the nuclear relaxation process being 
dominated by local spin fiuctuations of a magnetic impurity, T1 would be distributed depending 
upon the distance between impurity and host nuclei which is actually seen in the present system 
at low temperatures well below Tc. IfT1 was not distributed as just in the present case, it would 
be spatially averaged by the spin diffusion proceぉ. Since the relaxation function is of a simple 
ぽponential type regardless of the Ni conte凶ぉ seen in Fig.2.8 (a) , the rapid spin diffusion 
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process should be incorporated if localized Ni spin fluctuations were a relaxation channel for 
the Cu-T1 in the normal state. 
First , we present experimental evidence 仕om the absence of the field dependence of 1/T1 to 
exclude such a relaxation channel. In Fig.2.8 is shown the field dependence of the relaxation 
function of m( t) 抗 H = 1 kOe(b) and H = 129 kOe(c) at the same t = T/九 respectively. The 
application of the minute magnetic field , H = 1 kOe make the NQR line split , which is expected 
to quench the spin diffusion process more or less, resulting in a non-simple exponential behavior 
in m(t). Although the non-simple exponential behavior of m(t) even for x = 0 emerges due to 
the split of the NQR spectrum by the Zeeman effect , m(t) ' s 試作T /Tc = 1.07 for ~ε= 0.03 and 
0.07 also scale well with that of x = 0 for both zero and 1 kOe, indicating that the non-simple 
exponential behavior in m(t) for x = 0.03 and 0.07 at 1 kOe is not due to the distri.bution of T1 
caused by local spin fluctuations. Fig.2.8(c) shows the the relaxation function , rn(t) of NMR 
measurement at satellite transition (3/2 •• 1/2) in the magnetic field H = 129 kOe applied 
parallel to the c axis. The application of high fieldヲ H = 129 kOe is expected to suppress the 
spin diffusion largely by the increase of the inhomogeneous broadening associated with the Ni 
spin polarization. However, m(trs also scale even in high field , moreover could be 自tted by 
the relaxation function of the satellite transition with the same 1/T1 as in NQR measurement. 
These results suggesting the absence of the field dependence of 1 /T1, provide clear evidence 
that the localized Ni spin fluctuation does not affect the nuclear relaxation process above Tc. 
Furthermore, the absence of a relaxation channel due to Ni spin fluctuations is ensured in 
another context as follows; (l/Tt)imp originating from local spin fluctuations may be given in a 
rapid diffusion limit by 
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w here (1 /T1) obs and (1 /T!) pure are the respective relaxation rates with and without im purity 
spins. Here ηimp ， Hhf and l/Te むe the impurity content , the hyperfine field at the neighbor 
nuclei around impurity spin and the 企uctuationrate of impurity spin, respectively. l/Te consists 
of two terms as 1/アe = 1/アx+ 1/Tj口・ l/TK arises 企omthe s-d exchange interaction between local 
moments 出ld conduction electron spins through the electron Korringa process; it is proportional 
to the temperature as 1川 α T and independent of 同mp. l/Tex , which arises 仕om the RKKY 
interaction among local spins , is proportional to nimp. As shown in the inset of Fig. 2.6 , the 
experimental result demonstrates a linear dependence against x , and hence Te isindependent of 
nimp , which means that the contribution 仕om 1/アロ isneglected. If localized Ni spin fluctuations 
were responsible for the increase of l/Tl with Ni content in the normal state, the reduction of 
l/TK below Tc due to the opening ofthe gap at the Fermi level should increase ム (1/T1 ) [21], since 
(1 /T1 )imp I"V TK. This is apparently not the case as can be noticed 仕om the result indicated 
in Fig.2.7, where al the 1/九 data of Ni-doped samples are on a universal curve even just 
below Tc. This is a natural consequence of the fact that Tc scales with energy gap and any 
extra contribution to 1/T1 such as the localized Ni spin fluctuation is negligible. From these 
experimental results , the effect of the local spin fluctuations of Ni spins on the nuclear relaxation 
(2.2) 
10・2
0 1 2 3 4 
t ( msec) 
Figure 2.8: Field dependence of the relaxation curve, n?t) for x = 0, 0.03 and 0.07 at the same 
t inthe field , (a)H = OkOe, (b) H = lkOe 組d (c) H = 129kOe, respectively. Solid line in (c) 
is the results fitted by the relaxation function of the satellite transition with the 1/T1 obtained 
by N QR measurement. 
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process is unambiguously ruled out in the normal state. 
2.3.3 Gaussian spin-echo decay rate, 1/九G
The Gaussian spin-echo decay rate 1/乃G gives a direct measure of the behavior of E, in both 
the normal and superconducting state. The expression for 63T2G can be simplified considerably 
by using the 11MP form for the susceptibility in the limit ?>>仏
[志ト書 ~αご (2.3) 
since,within the MMP approach, the value of the static susceptibility at the commensurate 
antiferromagnetic vector χQ may be written as XQ rvαç2， where αis a temperature-independent 
constant which depends on the doping level. [2] 
Experimentally, spin-echo amplitude E recorded ぉ a function of the time r between the first 
and second pulses is well fitted to the expression [8] 
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where 1/T2L is the Lorentzian spin-echo decay rate associated with the T1 process. 1/T2L was 
determined independently using the relation[10] 
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where R isthe anisotropy ratio and ﾟ  = 2 for NQR. We have used the value 3.6 for R , represenｭ
tative of the generally agreed upon value for YBa2Cu307 ・ Fig.2.9 shows the spin-echo decay 
curves, E(2ァ) at Tc for x = 0 and 3% YBa2Cu307 Ni. As shown by the solid line in figure , the 
spin-echo decay curves, E(2r) were well fitted to eq.2.4. 
An important concern when performing NQR (or NMR) measurement of l/T，_~G is the size 
of the rf excitation arnplitude (H1) relative to the width of the resonance line ムω . T2G arises 
through a rnagnetic interaction between a nuclear spin and nuclear spin in neighbor because of 
the change in procession 企equency of a nucleus resulting 企om the inversion of neighbor spins. 
When there is quadrupole line broadening the resonance 仕equency of these neighbor shifted 
su缶ciently that the rf pulse does not inve吋 them. Then, the measured T2G will depend on the 
size of H1. An incorrect value of T2G will result. If γH1 >>ムωone can be sure the rf pulse fips 
al the neighbors. If γH1 :::; ムωthere is no such assurance, however the effect of line converge 
can be tested by measuring T2G as a function of H 1 . 
Fig.2.10 shows the H1 dependence of 1/九G in YBa2(Cul-xNix)307 at T = 100K. H1 is 
estimated 台omthe width of the 1st excitation pulse. 1/T2G are nearly independent of H1 above 
90KHz, indicating that we 紅e able to know the correct 1/T2G values by smaller H1 compared to 
the line width. Similar H1 dependence of T2G is found by R.L.Cory et al. in YBa2C li408 , and 
they discuss the possibility that the field gradients which give rise to the linewidth are slowly 
varying with the position in crystallites relative to the range of the spin-spin coupling. [28] 
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Figure 2.9: Spin-echo decay curves, E(2ァ) at Tc for x = 0 and 3% YBa2Cu307 0ri. 
In Figs.2.11 , we plot the T and (T /Tc) dependence of 1/T2G for x = 0 and 0.03 , respecｭ
tively. As shown in Fig.2.11 , the increasing of 1/T2G with T-decreasing above Tc indicates the 
increasing of the magnetic correlation length，と that governs 1/T2G ・ When we 0 bserved at a 
fixed temperature, 1/T2G is successively decreased with increぉing Ni content. This decrease of 
1/T2G suggests that ?is progressively changing with Ni doping. However , as shown in Fig.2.11 , 
when we plotted the temperature dependence of 1/T2G against t = T /九(x) ， al the experimenｭ
tal data on 1/九G are entirely on a Ulliversal curve with respect to the variation of Tc . This 
means that al the T dependence of 1/T2G in these samples undergoes a Ulliversal scaling with 
a single parameter, t = T /九(x) above Tc . 
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2.4 Discussion 
2.4.1 Character of two holes in Ni 3dx2一日出ld 3d3z2_r2 orbits 
1t has been found in NQR experiment in Zn substituted YBa2Cu307 that 1/63T1 on planner 
Cu sites is largely distributed with an additional longer components. This indicates that the 
AF spin fiuctuation is modified around Zn ions due to a local disturbance of spin correlation 
among Cu 3dx2_y2 spins. On the other hand , magnetic Ni ions lead to a moderate effect not 
only on the superconductivity but also on the local magnetism at host Cu sites neighboring 
Ni. The results that 1/九 in Ni substituted YBa2Cu307 do not exhibit any longer components 
than that in nondoped one proves that the Ni impurity does not cause any local suppression of 
the AF spin fiuctuation around Ni ions. 1n addition, the integrated intensity of the spectrum 
indicates that Ni impurity dose not cause any disturbance in EFG at nearest neighbor Cu(2) 
sites around Ni in contrast to the case of Zn which has the closed d-shell. These results are 
explained ぉ follow; 針。m the susceptibility measurement , it is confirmed that the Ni impurity 
in YBa2Cu307 act as a magnetic impurity [18] with S = 1/2 rather than S = 1.This implies 
that for Ni2+ with two holes in Ni 3dx2_y2 and 3d3z2_r2 orbits, one d electron sitting in Ni 
3dx2_y2 orbit is smoothly hybridized with Cu 3dx2_y2 through the oxygen 2pσorbits. On the 
other hand, another hole in 3d3z2_r2 orbit behaves as nearly local moment with S = 1/2 as 
a consequence of the orthogonality between the Ni 3d3z2_r2 orbit and the Ni 3dx2ーが・2pσ-Cu
3dx2_y2 hybridized bond. 1n this case, the magnetic interaction between conducting holes and 
local moments in Ni 3d3z2_r2 orbit is considered to be weak, and the spin correlation among 
Cu 3dx2_y2 spins is preserved even around Ni ions. This is also consistent with the result that 
Ni impurity dose not cause any disturbance in EFG at nearest neighbor Cu sites around Ni. 
1n Zn substituted samples, the local disturbance of spin correlation among Cu 3dx2_y2 spins 
is considered to be one reason for a large suppression of Tc with Zn doping. However , in the 
case of Ni substitution, any local disturbance of AF spin fiuctuation is not induced around Ni. 
Therefore it is not reason for the suppression of Tc in Ni substituted YBa2Cu307 ・
2.4.2 Novel Relation between Spin-Fluctuation and Superconductivity 
1n spite of these evidences that the Ni substitution acts as rather weak impurity scatterer, 
it is remarkable that the AF spin fiuctuation in the normal state is significantly and uniformly 
affected by the Ni impurity in such a manner that the values of 63(1/T1) at Tc stays constant 
regardless of the Ni content and that al the l/Tl data plotted against t = T /九(x) むe on a 
single curve. We have thus found an intimate relation between Tc and the AF spin fiuctuation. 
1n general , 1/九 is given in terms of the imaginary part of the dynamical susceptibility as 
follows , 
2xl(q、 ω0)会江主 F(q) χ
1 -::- wo 
(2.6) 
where F(q) ωdωo are the hyperfine form factor and the NMR 仕equency， respectively. As F( q) 
lS considered to be independent of the Ni content , the above experimental results allow us to 
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derive a scaling formula of 1/T1 against t = T /Tc 
1 _ _ (て「 xf(q， ω0) ¥ ( ) ~一 l 九(x) . t=t.f(t) ， (2_7) T, --\ム..J Wn I 
~ ¥q v Ix 土
where f(t) is a universal function of t as presented in Fig 3. Hence we have the relation 
(写勺均))zt=f(t)/
This relation means that Tc is intimately correlated with the Cu-AF spin fiuctuation that 
governs 63 (1 /T1). This is a direct evidence that the attractive force of high-Tc s叩erco吋uctivity
﨎 magnetic 匤 origin. 
When the dynamical susceptibility is dominated by the Cu-AF spin fiuctuation around Q = 
(π/α ， π/α) ， and the energy distribution is ぉsumed to be of a Lorentzian form , :2ごqχ:(q ， ω'0 )/ωo
is reduced toχQ /f Q? [22] , where χ(Q) ， f Q and ?are the staggered susceptibility, the characｭ
teristic energy of the Cu-AF spin fiuctuation around Q and the magnetic correlation length, 
respectively (MMP model). Then from eq.(2.8) , we have the relation of 
(fハç2 ，\Tc(x) αI -'-t'" I f(t) cx: fQ(xぅ t)f(t)
\χQ ) X.t 
since χ(Q) αe is expected as discussed for the optimum 釦d overdoped compounds such as 
YBC07 [9] , HgBa2Ca2C町08 [23] and TlSr2CaCu207 [24]. Thus it is demonstrated that the x 
dependence in Tc iscontained in the spin 宜uctuation energy scale, f Q. 
From the theoretical point of view, the strong coupling calculations of spin-fiuctuation-induced 
superconductivity were developed by Moriya, Takahashi and Ueda[25] , and Monthoux and 
Pines[26] independently. In both theories，九 scales to fQご2 Especially the latter authors 
(2.9) 
derived the following relation) 
T, = 1Q (D2乍P叫 (0.42 三入三 0.48) ， (2.10) 
where 8 and 入紅e the doping level and the dimensionless coupling constant) respectively. 
In order to confirm the relation of Tc cx:f Qe , we have to combine the present novel relation 
Tc α f Q with the relation between the magnetic correlation length, ?and Ni content or Tc. The 
expression for 63T2G can be simplified considerably by using the MMP form for the susceptibility 
in the limit ?>>α， 
1χQ 
一一一63T2G ーと(T) (2.11) 
As shown in Fig.2.11 , we have found that the T dependence of 1/乃G 叫80 undergoes a universal 
scaling with a single p紅ameter ， t = T /九(x) above Tc regardless of Ni contents. 
Hence we have the relation, 
nヨ一一
Q
スり
χ
一MMα 一G
I
一乃 (2.12) 
where g(t) is a universal function of t and independent of Ni co凶e凶s. と is consta凶 with x 
when t is おced.
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ow we combine 1/T1T and 1/T2G results. As discussed above, they are expressed as 
1χQ _ f(t) 
一一一一T1T ~、 fQ(X)ç2 Tc(x) 
(2.13) 
and (会)α(子) L-= g(t)2 (2.14) 
Because both are proportional to ç-2 , one then has 
T1T _ _ n g(t? 吾氏 χQfQ =百九(x) (2.15) 
The temperature dependence of T1 T /T:]G is plotted 出 Fig.2.12. T1T /T:]G is temperature inｭ
dependent above Tc regardless Ni content ヲ indicating that the universal function g(t)2 / f(t) is 
constant with temperature. In the inset of Fig.2.12, the constant values of T1 T /T:]G αχQfQ 
are plotted against Tc. As expected in eq.(2.15) ， χQf Q cx: Tc is obtained_Since χQαe is 
expected in optimally doped YBa2Cu307 , this result gives directly evidence for the relationヲ
Tc α r Qe , which is proposed by the strong coupling calculation8 of spin-fiuctuation-induced 
superconductivity 
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2.5 Summary 
30 
It has been found from the T1 and T2G measurement for Cu(2) that Tc isintimately correlated 
with the Cu-AF spin ftuctuation that governs 1j63T1 and 1j63T2G. In the normal state, we found 
that al the 1jT1 and 1jT2G data are on a universal curve , when they are plotted against t = 
Tj九(x) in the normal state and even just below Tc. From the universal scaling formula of 1 jT1 T 
against t = T j Tc , we have the novel relation between Tc and the characteristic energy of the Cuｭ
AF spin fluctuatio丸山;九 α rQ(X ぅ t). 日rthermore ， by combining with the universal scaling 
of 1jT2G , we can obtain the relation, Tc α r Qe , which has been proposed by the theoretical 
model based on the spin-ftuctuation-induced mechanism for the d-wave superconductivity. It 
is concluded that the suppression of Tc with Ni substitution in YBa2Cu307 is caused by the 
decrease in r Qrather than by either magnetic or potential impurity scattering. 
Our results provides α direct experimentα1 evidence for the αttractive force to be mαgnetic 
in origin irrespective of the theoretical model, furthermore the analysis supports strongly spin 
fluctuation mediated mechanism for superconductivity. 
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Chapter 3 
63Cu -NMR Study 
Bi2Sr2CaCu20S+?
3.1 Introduction 
ln 
In underdoped cuprates , there is considerable evidence that the pseudogap in the magnetic 
and electronic excitation spectra is already formed in the normal state above Tc. From studies of 
the magnetic excitation spectrum [1 , 2 ヲ 3 ， 4 ， 5], the spin-gap behavior was first reported and the 
pseudogap in the electronic excitation spectrum later from a variety of other probes [6, 7, 8, 9, 
10, 11]. Recent studies by Dinget aland Harriset alof a時le-resolvedphotoemission spectroscopy 
(ARPES) in underdoped Bi2Sr2CaCu208+?(Bi2212) revealed that the pseudogap with d-wave 
symmetry opens below TﾀRPES 1'..1 170K and 225K respectively, and these authors suggested that 
the pseudogap develops into the d-wave superconducting gap once phase coherence is established 
below 九 [7， 8, 9]. The result was interpreted as evidence in favor of a preformed d-wave gap. 
The TﾂRPES seems to increase above I"OJ 300 K in the underdoped Bi2212 with Tc=10 K [7] 
It was reported on underdoped YBa2Cu306.6 (YBC06.6) that the Knight shift K(T) decreases 
upon cooling 企om TmK[4], whereぉ the spin-lattice relaxation rate divided by temperature, 
1/T1T has a broad maximum around T* I"OJ 150 K far above Tc but below TmK [1 , 2, 3]. 
Recently, this behavior was also found in underdoped Hg-based compounds with mon<r and 
three CU02 layers[12 , 13, 14]. The anomalous suppression in the spectral weight of the lowｭ
energy spin-dynamics below T* is referred as a spin-gαp behavior[l] and was confirmed by 
subsequent neutron experiments[5]. However, the 1jT1T in underdoped La2-xSrxCu04 (LSCO) 
[15] does not show the spin-gap behavior, but increases continuously close to Tc , whereas the spin 
susceptibility deduced 丘om the K(T) in underdoped LSCO undergoes a continuous decrease 
below TmK [15 , 16, 17]. On the other hand , Loram et al suggested from susceptibility and highｭ
resolution specific heat measurements that pseudogαP is developed below T mK upon cooling 
in the normal state quぉiparticle spectrum[18]. The anomalies around T m is also shown 仕om
measureme凶s of Hall coe伍cients and thermoelectric power in LSCO[19]. There is as yet no 
general consensus on a consistent interpretation of these magnetic anomalies related to the 
Knight shift and 1 jT1 T. 
Even in the NMR community, there is no consensus about this issue. As a matter of fact , 
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Yasuoka et al insisted that the decrease in 1/T1T below T* is ascribed to an opening of a 
pseudogap in the antiferromagnetic(AF) spin excitation spectrum, and estimated from the rapid 
decrease in 1/T1T between Tc and T* that anαctivαted-gα，p size，ムTl is in a range of 131'"V 18 me V 
for various underdoped compounds[20]. Although they stressed that this spin gap should not 
be directly related to the superconducting gap , they considered that the appeむance of the spin 
gap is likely to be related to the mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity. On the other hand , 
Williams et al. claimed that the reduction in Knight shift 仕om T mK isdue to the presence of a 
pseudogap with the d-wαve symmetry in the quasiparticle density of states (DOS) in the normal 
state [21]. They analyzed the decreasing behavior of K(T) over the entire temper出;urerange by 
assuming a gap comprising the pse吋ogap (Eg) and the superconducting gap (ムs) ， ム2= ム3+Ej
and claimed that since Eg scales to a maximum value of Tc in various cuprates, the pseudogap 
and the superconducting gap have a similar energy scale. In their analyses , however, the spinｭ
gap behavior in 1/T1T was ignored completely. In addition, Bobroff et al. claimed 企omthe 170 
Knight shi氏， 17K(T)TIleおurement on underdoped HgBa2Cu04+8 that 17 K(T) extrapolates to 
zero at T > 0, which indicates the opening of a pseudogap at T本>九[12]. They considered 
that the pseudogap temperature T本 may be defined as a crossover temperature between the 
decreasing behavior and the fiat high temperature part in 17 K(T). The differe凶 temperature
dependence of 1/T1T and K(T) h部 never been interpreted in a consistent manner on a same 
footing. 
In this chapter , we present the NMR results in the single crystal Bi2Sr2CaCu208+ﾕ for 
a doping range 台om underdoping to overdoping. In the normal state, 1 /T1 T has a broad 
maximum around T* , showing the spin-gap behavior. We found that the 63Cu Knight shift , 
K(T) , also exhibits the steep decrease below Tﾎ< I'"V T* , indicating that the pseudogap opens 
not only in the AF spin excitation spectrum at low energy around Q =(い) but also in the 
qu邸中町ticle DOS. In al the samples, we found that 1/T2G st紅白 to decrease at a certain 
temperature , Tc* , which is higher than the bulk superconducting temperature (九) and lower 
than T*. These diminution of 1/T2G as well as K and l/TIT below T; suggest that the formation 
of local Cooper pairing without global phase coherency. Based on our NMR results, we develop 
the phase diagram in the Bi2212 system which is sketched by three crossover temperature , T mK , 
T* and T; below which K , 1/九T and 1/乃G start to decrease, respectively. The magnetic 
scaling behaviors between 1/T1T and 1/乃G will be also discussed. 
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3.2 Experimental Procedures 
Single crystals of Bi2212 were synthesized by the FZ method. U凶erdoped (丸=79 K) 
and overdoped (九=77.3 K) single crystals were prepared by annealing at 600 0 C under 
P(02)=4.67x10-4 (atm) for one day and under P(02)=2.1 (atm) for three days , respectively 
The temperature width in the superconducting transition is about 3 K for both samples. The 
supercond ucting 丘action in the underdoped and overdoped samples is nearly the same, since 
the size of the diamagnetic shielding signal for each is comparable. From the dependence of 
Tc on carrier-hole concentration p per the CU02 plane[36], p in the underdoped and overdoped 
samples is estimated to be I'"V 0.125 and I'"V 0.225 , respectively. The 63Cu Knight shift , K , 
and the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time, T 1, were measured at the 丘equency of 178.1 MHz 
using a 16 T (4.2 K) superconducting magnet. T1 was measured by the saturation recovery 
method. Above 40 K , a single component of T1 was determined by fitting the recovery of 
the nuclear magnetization, M(t) after saturation pulses to the theoretical relaxation function 
[M(∞) -M(t)]/M(t) = 0.1 exp( -t/TI) + 0.9 exp( -6t/T1). The 1/T2G of 63Cu was measured at 
the 仕equency range between 49.1 and 85.1 MHz ( H = 4.3 I'"V 7.5 T ) for the central transition 
line (ん= 1/2 •• -1/2 ) to obtained the narrow NMR linewidth. To investigate an evolution of 
magnetic behavior with respect to hole content , we include the previous results of the 1/T1T , 
1/T2G and the Knight shift in optimally-doped Bi2212 (九 rv 86 K , p I'"V 0.20)[24, 25]. NMR 
data in overdoped Bi2212 (九=77 K) have already been reported by Walstedt etαl[26] . The 
present NMR results in the overdoped Bi2212 is found to be consistent with their results. 
Spin-echo amplitude E was recorded as a function of the time T between the first and second 
pulses, and the Gaussian p紅t of decay, T2G , was extracted by 五tting to the function ,[27, 28] 
E(2T) = ん exp ト(長)-~ (お21 (3.1) 
where 1/五L is the Lore凶zian spin-echo decay rate associated with the T1 process. l/T2L was 
determined using the relation 1/T2L = (3 + R)/T1 , where R is the anisotropy ratio.[29] 
Since T2G arises through a magnetic interaction between a nuclear spin and nuclear spins in 
neighbors because of the change in precession 台equency of a nucleus resulting 仕om the inverｭ
sion of neighbor spin, it is needed to measure 1/T2G in the condition when these neighbors 紅e
uniformly fiipped by the rf pulse. Therefore, one must pay attention to the size of the rf excitaｭ
tion 抑plitude (H1) compared to the width of the resonance line , D.. H , in NMR measurement 
of 1/T2G . In the case of H1 >>ムH， it is sure that the rf pulse fips the most part of the 
neighbors. On the other hand , in the case of H1 ~ D.H there is no such an ぉsurance ， however 
the effect of line converge can be tested by meおuring T2G as a function of the magnitude of 
H 1.The relation between H 1/ムH and 1/T2G obtained at 90K, where D.H 凶 the maximum 
value for underdoped Bi2212 , is shown in Fig.3.1 , where H1 is estimated 仕om the width of the 
1st excitation pulse. 1/九G is hardly dependent upon H1 for HI/ムH と 0.6 under magnetic 
field Ho I'"V 5 T ( 57.1 MHz) where ðH 紅e I'"V 175 Oe. We checked that this relation between 
HdムH and 1/T2G also holds under the different magnetic filed , Ho I'"V 7.5 T (85.1 MHz) with 
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T -dependent p紅t of the Knight shi玩ムK(T) = Kobs -K( 4.2 K) is shown in Fig.3.2, together 
with the data in the optimally-doped Bi2212 reported previously [24 , 25]. In the optimallyｭ
doped Bi2212 , since the accuracy of the 63Cu Knight shift is poor, the ム17K(T) deduced 企om
the 170 Knight shi氏 data reported by Takigawa et al，紅e also plotted for comparison[25]. The 
~Kc in the underdoped Bi2212 decreases linearly in the range of 200 K-300 K , whereas it 
undergoes a marked decrease below T_去 rv 200 K, exhibiting a small anomaly at Tc. In contrast , 
the ムKc in the optimally doped and the overdoped Bi2212 decreぉes gradually below T mk r-v 203 
and r-v 100 K from a constant value in temperatures higher th釦 Tmk and steeply decrease below 
T; r-v 123 K and Tc rv 77.3 K, respectively. 
For each compound, the decreぉing behavior in ムK(T) is different , refiecting their different 
Experimental Results 
Knight shift 
3.3 
3.3.1 
ムH rv 230 Oe. The results in Fig.3.1 shows that we can reduce H1 to small values c:ompared to 
the line width: e.g. H1/ムH 三 0.6 at 90K for underdoped Bi2212. This indicates that the field 
gradients which give rise to the line width are slowly varying with position in the crystallites 
relative to the range of the spin-spin co叩ling，お discussed by Corey et al. in YBa2Cli4 08 ・ [37]
All of our 1/T2G meぉurements were carried out in this H1 range where 1/T2G is not dependent 
on the magnitude of H1 ・
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Figure 3.1: The relation between H1/ムH and 1/九G obtained at 90K for underdoped Bi2212 
Figure 3.2: T-dependent spin part Kcs(Cu) in Kc in under- , optimally-and over-doped Bi2212. 
The T -dependent spin pむt Ks(O) in the 170 Knight shift in optimally-doped Bi2212 reported 
by Takigawa et al. is also plotted by open circles ([25]) 
The anomalies at Tc, T去釦d TmK むe indicated by arrows. (see text.) 
In order to characterize the respective T variation in ムK(T) upon cooling, we plot in Fig.3.3 
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Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1jT1 
Figure 3.4 shows the T dependence of 1/T1T in the underdoped and overdoped Bi2212 toｭ
gether with the data in the optimally-doped Bi2212[24]. The 1/T1T in the underdoped Bi2212 
reveals a broad maximum around T* r'V 210 K and continues to decreぉe without any clear 
change at Tc. The value of 1/T1T at 九 has decreぉed to 34% of its value at Tぺ which is lower 
than the underdoped YBa2Cu306.6 (63%)[3] and YBa2Cli408(57%) [30], and is comparable with 
that in the underdoped HgBa2Cu04+8 with Tc=80K (27%)[13]. In the optimally-doped and the 
overdoped Bi2212 , T本 is reduced to rv 130 K 創ld rv 100 K , respectively. In contr出t to the 
underdoped Bi2212 , the steep decrease in 1/T1T is clear below Tc for both the sarnples 
striking result is that T* is close to Tﾎ< for the underdoped and optirnally-doped Bi2212. Even 
in the overdoped Bi2212 , T本 is close to T mK r'VT去. These results provide evidence that the 
spin-gap behavior in 1/T1T below T* hぉ the sarne 凶gin as the pseudogap behavior in the 
quasiparticle DOS below Tﾎ<. 
A 
3.3.2 the temperature-derivative change in /:).K (T) , dK (T) / dT as a function of temperature. From 
the respective behavior for the underdoped and optimally-doped Bi2212 in Fig.3.3 , two characｭ
teristic temperatures of TmK and T去むedefined as the temperatures where dK(T)/dT begins to 
increぉe from zero and increase steeply :仕om a finite value, respectively. In the optimally-doped 
Bi2212, TmK r'V203 K and Tﾎ< rv123 K are deduced. In the underdoped Bi2212 , TmK shifts to 
a temperature higher than room temperature and T去r'V 200 K. By contrast , T去 and TmK in 
the overdoped Bi2212 can not be exactly distinguished 企om one another as seen in Fig.3.3. 
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Discussion 
ln order to consider the implication of the characteristic temperatures seen in K , 1/T1T and 
1/T2G and to investigate the evolution of the normal-state magnetic excitation, we plot together 
their temperature dependence in the normal state in Fig.3.6. 
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Since 1 /T1 T and 1/九G continues to increase between T mK and T* w here K decreases gradｭ
ually as seen in Figs.3.6, the likely ca凶e for the gradual decreぉe in K(T) is ぉsociated with 
the development of AF -spin correlations towards T* ヲ which is also suggested from the recent 
theoretical studies[31 , 32]. ln the gapless qua凶um-spin systems such 出 one dimensional S=1/2 
linear spin-chain Sr2Cu03[33] and three-leg spin-ladder Sr3Cu20S[34], the gradual decrease in 
susceptibility was observed as temperature decreases. This means that the gradual decreぉe in 
static susceptibility in the underdoped and optimally-doped Bi2212 is not always related with 
the opening of the pseudogap. 
ln Figs.3 .5 , we plot the T dependence of 1 /九G for under, optimally and overdoped Bi2212 , 
respectively. We can see that 1/T2G in three samples shows the following characteristic beｭ
havior. Below 300K , 1/T2G increases gradually with decreasing T , and saturates with nearly 
T-independent value at T子G ' With further decreasing T , 1/T2G starts to decrease at a certain 
temperature denote as Tc*, which is higher than Tc. ln the under-( optimum-)doped Bi2212, it is 
estimated that T子G is '" 180 (140) K , and T; is '" 120 (115) K , respectively. 1n the overdoped 
Bi2212 , we can identiちr that T; '"95K , however the saturation temperature, T子G (rv 120 K) 
is not obvious due to the dull incre笛e of 1/T2G . The enhancement of 1/乃G with decre笛ー
ing T is progressively suppressed with hole-doping. This suggests that the AFM correlation 
length 乙 which governs 1/T2G , decreases with increasing hole content , in consistent with other 
experimental results. 
Gaussian spin-echo decay rate, 1/T2G 3.3.3 
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Figure 3.6: T-dependence of 1/おG is plotted together with 1/九T , Ks for (a)underdoped 
(b)optimally doped (c)overdoped Bi2212 , respectively. 
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T(K) Figure 3.5: Temperature dependence of 1/T2G for under, optimally and overdoped Bi2212. 
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Rat her , the sharp decrease in 63 K (T) below T，ιwhere 1/T1T starts to decrease , should be 
ascribed to the opening of the pseudogap. We note that an extrapolation of pronounced deｭ
creぉe in K (T) in the normal state ne位九 intercepts to the temperature axis at T > 0 in the 
ムK(T) vs T plot in Fig.3.2. This feature is consistent with the 170 Knight shi批 data in underｭ
doped HgBa2Cu04+8 single-layer cuprates [12]. Itis obvious that the saturation temperature 
of 1/T2G , T，子G is also close to T* in underdoped and optimally doped Bi2212 , implying that 
the development of AFM correlation length ~ is restricted below T* by the formation of the 
spin-gap. The qualitatively similar relation between 1/T1T and 1/九G was also observed in the 
spin-ladder systems with the spin-gap in the magnetic excitation. 
The striking result is that the lower characteristic temperature Tc* can be defined by not only 
1 /乃G but also 1/T1T and Ks as the temperature below which al physical quantities steeply 
decreぉe toward Tc . This result suggests the existence of a second crossover in the pseudogap 
state below T十 Tc* is observed at T ,......, 120K in underdoped Bi2212 , and then decrease with 
doping to ,......, 115 K in optimally doped and to ,......, 100 K in overdoped Bi2212. A possible 
explanation for this significant reduction decreぉes of 1 /九G as well as K and 1 /T1 T below Tc* 
is that the formation of a the local Cooper pairing without global phase coherency. 1ndeed, the 
temperature separation between pairing and phase coherency arising from the phase ftuctuation 
of the order parameter was suggested by several theoretical studies in high-Tc cuprates.[43 , 44] 
1n these phase ftuctuation scenario, the crossover temperature, T; is regarded as the meanｭ
白eld transition temperature where the amplitude of the superconducting order parameter is 
well established but there is no long-range phぉe coherence until below Tc . Furthermore, it 
is suggested that the effect of the phase fiuctuation will be mostly pronounced for underdoped 
cuprates, since the superfiuid density ns which determines the superconductor's phase stiffness 
decreases with decreasing hole content. 
1n Fig.3.7, we show results for the doping dependence ofthree different characteristic temperｭ
at ure , T mK , T* and T; obtained from the present NMR studies in the Bi2212 system together 
with various characteristic temperature at which an anomaly was observed by other experimenｭ
tal probe. Here, T mχand T7 紅e defined as the temperatures where the uniform susceptibility 
χ (T) has a broad peak and the in-plane resistivity starts to deviate downward from a T-line訂ー
like behavior.[23] As seen in Fig.3.7, it is obvious that T* ,......, T.去~刀 ，......， TÂ貯ES ' which increase 
with decreasing hole content. This agreement in various characteristic temperatures suggests 
strongly that the pseudogap opens not only in the AF-spin excitation spectrum at low energy 
around Q=(1T', 7f') but also in the quωiparticle DOS. Furthermore, the tunneling spectroscopy on 
the same optimal1y-doped Bi2212 reveals that the normal-state pseudogap opens in the quasiｭ
particle DOS around 120 K close to T掌'" 130 K [2]. Convincing evidence is increasing to 
indicate that the pseudogap in the quasiparticle DOS and the spin gap observed in 1/T1T has 
the same origin in a series of Bi2212 single crystals where the doping level varies 丘orn underdopｭ
ing to overdoping. By contrast , other characteristic temperatures, TmK and Tmχ ， below w hich 
the Knight shi氏 and the susceptibility decrease gradually, respectively, have nothing; todo with 
the pseudogap formation , but provide signature for the development of AF -spin correlations. 
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The lower crossover temperature T; appe訂s in the pse吋ogap state, below which al the 
physical quantities steeply decrease toward Tc . 1t should be noted that the doping dependence 
of T; isdifferent 仕om those of T mK and T*. Both T mK and T本 drastically increases when the 
holes are decreased toward the phase boundary, providing the vidence that these crossovers 訂e
intimately correlate to the development of AFM correlations. On the other hand, 1~ has the 
saturate tendency below optimum concentration, which is reasonably consistent w?h the dop?g 
dependence of the mean-field value of transit?n temperature calculated by several authors 企om
the point of the AFM spìn-fh叫凶tìon-induced mech釦ism.[44 ， 47 , 48] We propose that T; is 
the mean-field transition temperature below wh?h the amplitude of the order parameter is well 
established, however phase fluctuations cause the global superconducting transition occur at Tc 
below T;. 1tis , however, stil open question how three characteristic crossover temperatures , T; , 
T* and T mK behave neむ the phase boundary. The NMR studies ? the underdoped compounds 
near the ph笛e boundary are highly des?ed. 
F?ally we comment on the magnetic scaling behavior ? Bi2212 derived 仕om 1/T1T and 
1/T2G results. The magnetic scaling is often employed to characterize the normal-state magｭ
net? excitation in hìgh-丸山prates.[37， 38 う 39 ， 40 ， 41 ， 42] 1n Fig.3.8, the rations T1T/(T2G) and 
T1T/乃G 訂e plotted together 出 a function of temperature for under , optimally and overdoped 
Bi2212. 1tis found that T-independent behavior ? T1T /(九G) 2 , that is z = 2 scaling characｭ
ter?tic of the mean-field non-universal regime is observed above the temperature of rv 180(120) 
K in optimall)ベover-)doped Bi2212, which is close to TmK "-J 203 (120) K. Itis also found 
that T1T/九G becomes constant above T rv 240 (140) K in under-(optimally-) doped Bi2212 , 
as expected in z = 1 scaling, s?nalling to the quantum cr?ical regime. The magnet? scaling 
behaviors seen in Bi2212 紅e quite consistent with the results reported by Curro et al. [42] an 
54 
Pines etαl. [38] . 
3.5 Summary 
In the underdoped Bi2212, a broad peak in 1/T1T wa.s observed at T* rv 210 K where 
the steep decrea.se in Ks(T) occurred, deviating from a T-linear-like gradual decrea.se below a 
much higher temperature Tr叫企om which K(T) st紅ts to decrea.se. This result verified that 
the antiferromagnetic (AFM) spin excitation spectrum at low energy むound Q = (ぃ) is 
correlated with the static susceptibility at q = (0,0) , and that spin-gap behavior observed in 
Ks (T) should be defined a.s the steep decrea.se 台omTぺ not as the grad ual decrease 企om TmK. 
It was noted that T本 agrees with the ARPES results that the gap opens below TﾂRP ES rv 170K 
reported by Ding et al and 225K by Harris et al for samples with the same doping level[7, 9]. The 
remarkable coincidence among these gaplike features led us to the conclusion that the spin-gap 
behavior in 1/T1T has the same origin as the pseudogap in DOS evidenced from the ARPES 
results, and hence that the gradual decrease observed in K(T) between TmK and T* is related 
with the development of the AFM correlation. 
In addition ， 企om the systematic measureme凶 of 1/T2G , we found the low temperature 
crossover at T; below T本 butabove Tc , which suggests the formation of the incoherent preformed 
pairs. We propose 企om the relation between 1/T1T and 1/乃G that the gradual pseudogap 
behavior between T* 釦d T; is ascribed to the magnetic origin, and that the sharp pseudogap 
behavior below T; is to the precursor effect of the superconductivity. 
Based on these NMR results , we developed the new magnetic phase diagram of Bi2212 in 
the normal state, including the crossover temperatures, T mK , T掌 and T; , w hich むe associated 
with the development of the AF -spin correlation, the opening of magnetic pseudogap and the 
phase-fiuctuating superconductivity with incoherent preformed pairs, respectively. 
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Chapter 4 
63Cu -NMR Study in 
HgBa2Ca3 CU4 010+8 
4.1 Introd uction 
Extensive NMR and NQR experiments on various high-T c cuprates have uncovered magｭ
netic behaviors depending on their doping level. The product of the nuclear spin-lattice reｭ
laxation time T1 and the tempe川町e T， 九T and the Gaussian spin-echo decay rate T26 訂e
related to the energy of the AF relaxational modeヲ rQ and the AF correlation length , ç , reｭ
spectively. Optimally doped [1 , 2, 3] and overdoped [4] (underdoped [6 , 7, 8]) cuprates exhibit 
TIT/T:]G αrQ ・ç2=const. (TIT/T2G αrQ ・ ç=const.) behavior, which was denoted as z=2 (z=l) 
behavior. Furthermore in YBa2Cil408 (Y1248) where the pseudogap temperature T* defined 
by the maximum of 1/T1T is 150 K , a temperature crossover from the z=2 to the z=l behavior 
紅ound rv 500 K was reported. [9] The magnetic scenario for the pseudogap wぉ proposed to 
describe the temperature crossover from the z=2 to the z=l behavior in the normal state.[10] 
It is, however , not yet clear whether the pseudogap is associated with a spin 9α，p signaling a 
∞n-Fermi liquid state based on a concept of a spin-charge separation,[ll] or a normal-state 
precursor of the d-wave superconducting gap [12] or a precursor to an SDW state.[10, 13] 1n orｭ
der to settle these underlying issues, it is desired to accumulate further systematic experimental 
works. 
A series of mercury-based cuprate superconductors, HgBa2Can-l Cuη02n+2+ν むe of great 
interest. The n =1 compound with Tc =52 K is the first single layer cuprate where the large 
spin gap opens below the record high temperature T本 rv 280 K to date.[14] The underdoped 
η=3 compound with Tc=115 K shows the pse吋ogap behavior below T* rv 200 K ,[8] whereas 
the optimally doped n=3 compound exhibit a record high Tc=134 K to date. This Hg1223 
consists of three CU02 sheets where Cu in two outer CU02 planes is surround by five oxygens 
(denoted おふfold) and that in one inner CU02 plane by four oxygens (4ゐld). The 4-fold CU02 
plane is sandwiched by two Ca layers (see Fig.4.1(a)). The z=2 behavior was observed for both 
the 4-and 5-fold Cu sites in the optimally doped Hg1223.[3] 
1n this section, we report systematic Cu-NQR and -NMR studies in order to inspect magnetic 
behaviors for the 4-and 5-fold Cu sites in Hg1234 comprising the four CU02 planes. We have 
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found that the 4-fold (5-fold) Cu sites 訂e underdoped (optimally doped) , exhibiting the z=l 
(z=2) behavior. Regardless of their marked difference in magnetic correlations , the pse凶ogap
behavior has been observed for both Cu sites based on measurements of Knight shift (K) and 
1/T1T. The pse吋ogap temperature defined by the Knight shift is found to be T去 rv 220 K , 
which is somewhat higher than Tホ rv 190 K defined by the maximum of 1/T1T. We reproduce 
the T dependence of K between T去釦dTc by a model which assumes d-wave symmetry on the 
pseudogap. Based on this model, the value of the pseudogap is suggested to increぉe linearly 
as the temperature is lowered 企omT去= 220 K to Tc = 123 K. 
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Cu02"'1 -. I I 1. 4-fold 
Cu02 I .ﾁ .) I I r , I 
eBa 
ti 4-fold~ Io O Hg lp~o i 才的ldCu02 Cu02 
記51~' T ~ :が | o Ca 5-fold 
• Cu Cu02 
。 。
(a) Hg1223 (b) Hg1234 
Figure 4.1: Crystal structures of HgBa2Ca2Cu308+νand HgBa2Ca3Cli401O+y. 
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4.2 Experimental Procedures 
Polycrystal Hg1234 was prepared by the synthesis technique under high pressure as described 
elsewhere. [15] Tc was determined as 123 K 仕omthe ac-susceptibility measurement. The sample 
was con五rmed to be almost of single-phase by the x-ray di缶action experiment. Pellet was 
crushed into powder with diameters smaller than 20μm. The powder was magnetically aligned 
along the c axis and fixed with the stycast 1266 epoxy under the external magnetic field (H) of 
16 T. 
The Cu-NQR spectrum was obtained at H =0 and 4.2 K by plotting a spin-echo intensity 
as a function of 企equency with an interval of 0.1 MHz. The Cu-NMR measurement wぉ C紅­
ried out by a conventional phase-coherent laboratory-built pulsed-NMR spectrometer using a 
superconducting ma伊t (16 T at 4.2 K). Field-swept 6臼3Cl
HIIμc a似Xl詰s and H ム c a似xiおs using a boxcar integrator. The K , 1/T1, and 1/T2G of 63Cu were 
measured at 174.2 MHz (H rv 15.3 T) in a T range of 4.2-300 K. A single compone瓜 of T1 
was obtained by the saturation recovery method. The nuclear-relaxation function , R(t ), for the 
central transition (1/2 +-+ -1/2) for 1 = 3/2 is given by [16] 
M(∞) -M(t) ^  ^  . I 6t R ( t)= -'-¥ ~; ; I_ _ -¥'- ¥ v / = 0.9 exp (一一)+ 0.1 exp(一一)M(∞) ( 4.1) 
where M (t) is the nuclear magnetization at a time t after saturation pulses. Spin-echo amplitude 
E recorded as a function of the time 7 between the first and second pulses was well 五tted to 
the expression [17, 18] 
27 , 1 ( 27 ¥ 2 
E(27) = Eo exp 卜(一一)一一! ;:. 1] (4.2) 
T2L I 2 \九cJ
where 1/乃L is the Lorentzian spin-echo decay rate 弘知ciated with the T1 process. 1/T2L was 
determined using the relation 1/九L = 3(1/TI)1I + (1/T1 )上 [19]
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4.3 Experimental Results 
4.3.1 Cu-NQR and 由NMR spectra 
Upper panel in Fig. 4.2 shows Cu-NQR spectra at zero field and 4.2 K. From the analysis 
of NQR spectra, the 63vQ for the 4-hold (5-fold) Cu site in Hg1234 is estimated as 9.165 (17.8) 
MHz which is close to 10.2 (16.1) MHz in Hg1223.[3] The lower panel in Fig. 4.2 indicates the 
63CU-NMR spectra for the central transition (1/2 •• -1/2) at 174.2 MHz and 180 K for HII 
c axis (left) 釦dH よ c axis (right). The NMR spectrum for H よ c axis is affected by the 
second-order quadrupole shift, but that for HII c axis is not. From the magnitude of レ'Q for 
H ム c axis, the sharp 63Cu spectrum at higher field side is assigned to the 4-fold Cu sites and 
the broad one to the 5-fold Cu sites. Their ful width at the half maximum (FWHM) for HII c 
axis 紅e about '" 85 Oe and '" 155 Oe for the 4-and 5-fold Cu sites, respectively. 
HgBa2Ca3Cu4010+y 
63ν 。=9.65MHz
FW HM=1.3MHz 
3V T=4.2K 
a=17.8MHz 
FW HM=1.8MHz 
10 15 20 
T=180K 
f = 174.2MHz 
5 ・fold
15.2 
NQR Frequency ( MHz ) 
H//C I Hよc
4・fold I 5・fold
15.3 
H(T) 
4・fold
Figure 4.2: The 63Cu NMR spectra for the central transition (1/2 f-+ -1/2) at 1=174.2 MHz 
and T=180 K in the aligned powder with the c-axis parallel and perpendicular to the external 
magnetic field , H. The full-width at the half-maximum (FWHM) of the NMR spectra for c 1 H 
むe about '" 85 Oe and '" 155 Oe for 4-and 5-fold, respectively. Inset shows the Cu NQR 
spectra at T=4.2 K.ν'Q ' s and FWHM's are estimated to be 9.65MHz and 1.3MHz for 4-fold, 
and 17.8MHz and 1.8MHz for 5-fold , respectively. 
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4.3.2 Knight shift 
Figure 4.3 shows the T dependence of Knight shifts Kab for H l_ c axis and Kc for HII c axis 
for both the Cu sites. In general , Knight shi氏 K(T) consists of the spin part , KS(T) and the 
T-匤dependent orbital part , Korb as 
Kα (T) = K~(T) + K~rb(α=αb ， c). (4.3) 
As indicated in Fig. 4.3 , K~b(T) decre鎚es gradually upon cooling in the normal state for both 
the Cu sites. 
According to the Mila-Rice Hamiltonian, [20'] K，二 (T) is expressed as, 
(Aα +4B) K~(T) = χs(T)(α=αb ， c) , 
(..l'- / NμB ( 4.4) 
where Aαand B are the on-site and the supertransferred hyperfine-coupling constant of 63Cu, 
respectively.χS is assumed to be isotropic. N is the Avogadoro' number. Aαcontains 
anisotropic dipole , spin-orbit , and isotropic core polarization contributions for the Cu-3dx2 ーν2
orbit and B originates from the isotropic 4s-spin polarization produced by the neighboring 
four Cu spins through the Cu(3dx2_y2 )-O(2pσ)-Cu( 4s) hybridization. The value of B increases 
台om B = 40 kOe/μB in underdoped cuprates [5, 21 ヲ 22] to 80 '" 120 kOe/μB in overdoped 
cuprates. [4, 23] From the slope of Kc(T) vs Kab(T) plot indicated in the inset in Fig. 4.3 , we 
obtain (Ac + 4B)/(Aω + 4B) = 0.14 (0.39) for the 4-fold (5-fold) Cu sites. By おsuming 七hat
Ac ωd Aab 紅e the same as those in YBa2Cu307 (Y123) ,[5] B : 50 (75) kOe/μB is estimated 
for the 4-fold (5-おld) Cu sites in Hg1234. In the optimally doped Hg1223 , B : 80 (90) kOe/μB 
﨎 estimated for the 4-hold (5-fold) Cu sites.[3] B for optimally doped and overdoped cuprates 
becomes larger than B = 40kOe/μB for underdoped cuprates. Therefore, the fact that B '" 75 
kOe/μB for the 5-fold Cu sites is larger th叩 B=50 kOe/μB for the 4-fold Cu sites provides 
evidence that the doping level for the former is greater than for the latter in Hg1234. 
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Figure 4.3: T dependence ofthe Knight shifts perpendicular , K，αb ， and parallel, Kc , to the c-axis 
for 4-fold and 5-fold at magnetic field of "-' 15T. Inset indicates the 63 Kc vs 63 Kab with T as an 
implicit p紅白neter. Solid lines are obtained 丘om the least squares fitting. 
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4.3.3 Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1jT1 
According to the Mila-Rice Hamiltonian,[20] l/Tl is given by 
63(1 Ir-r-¥ 'YJvkBT ~ T."' (_\2χH(q ， ω) 3(1/む)c=Jト「γ Fab(q) 一一一一L-p'ﾋ q ω 
一 寸(JvkBT ゃ ぷI (q,w) 
¥. .1 / .1 1 ) ab = A ,,2 2 . )冗b(q)2 + Fc (q)2]一一一
ιtμ'B q 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
where χff(q?ω) is the imaginary part of the dynamical susceptibility and ωis the NMR 企equency.
The form factors むe given by 
Fab(q) = Aab + 2B[cos (qxα) + CoS (qyα) ] 
Fc(q) = Ac + 2B[cos (qxα) + cos (qy α) ] 
where αis the distance between Cu atoms. 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
A (l/TlT)c/(Aab -4B)2 vs T plot for both the Cu sites in Hg1234 is shown in Fig. 4.4 
along with plots in underdoped[7] and optimally doped cuprates.[5, 3] Here (l/TlT)c is divided 
by F(Q)2 = (Aab -4B)2 with Q=(1f/α ， π/α) for comp訂ison of X" (q ， ω)/ωwith those in other 
cuprates. The magnitude of (l/TlT)c/(Aω - 4B)2 for the 4-fold Cu sites is similar to that for 
the underdoped Y1248 with T*= 150 K ,[7] whereas that for the 5-fold Cu sites to those for the 
4-and 5-fold Cu sites in the optimally doped Hg1223. [3] It ぬould be noted that the maximum 
in l/TlT is observed for both the Cu sites in Hg1234, allowing us to defi問 T* to be "-' 190 K 
Assuming thatχH(q ， ω) is described in terms of the Lorentzian forms in energy and momentum 
distributions as 
μJ 
χ"(q?ω) χQ fq 
1 + (q -Q)2ç2ω2+rr ( 4.9) 一
fq = fQ[l + (q _ Q)2ç2], 
Provided that ど (q ， w) 凶 a maximum around Q= (1f/αス/α) ， 1 /Tl T is expressed as follows , 
63(1/TlT)c/(Aab -4B)2 α よ失江主fQ? 2 -, fQ' (4.10) 
where χQ ， fQ and ç むethe AF staggered susceptibility, the characteristic energy of AF spin reｭ
laxational mode and the AF spin correlation length, respectively. In the case that instantaneous 
spin-spin correlation function decays exponentially as exp (-rij/ご)， χ (Q) = αç2 is derived. We 
remark that the f Q for the 5-fold Cu sites are larger than that for the 4-fold Cu sites. This 
assures that the doping level in the former is larger than in the latter. 
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Gaussian spin-echo decay rate, 1/T2G 
1/T2G originating 合om the indirect nuclear spin-spin coupling in most high-T c cuprates is 
generally derived as [6, 17, 18, 24] 
4.3.4 
(4.11) 
Accordi時ly，机G 氏ご(T) α JXQ(T) is deduced. Spin-eωdecayωve is well fitted to 
eq.(4.2). Figure 4.5 shows the T dependence of 1/T2G for both the Cu sites together with 
the results for optimally doped [1 , 3] and underdoped cuprates.[6, 9] Here 1/T2G is divided by 
F( Q)2 = (A1 - 4B)2 at Q=( 7r /仏1r/α) for comparison of ?with those in other cuprates 
The ?for the 4-fold Cu sites reveals a stronger T dependence with a larger value than for 
underdoped cuprates , whereas that for the 5-fold Cu sites is similar to those in optimally doped 
cuprates with a comparable value. The ?just above Tc for the 4-fold Cu sites is three times 
larger than that for the 5-fold sites . Noting that と is determined by a mean distance among 
doped holes , it is obvious that the doping level in the 5-fold Cu sites is greater than in the 4-fold 
Cu sites. 
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0.69 (γNñ)442 8p，~ñ2 年削) χ(q) ーキ円 (q )勺 (q)]
As a consequence, 1 /九G is given for と >αby
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Figure 4.4: T dependence of 63(1/T1T)c/(Aab -4B)2 (αα/f Q) along with the results of various 
high-Tc cuprates. 
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Discussion 
For underdoped cuprates , magnetic correlations are characterized by the T1 T /T2c=const 
(z=l) behavior , followed by the spin gap behavior. In fact , the T1T/九G for the 4-fold Cu 
sites stays constant between T本'" 190 K and 300 K as indicated in Fig. 4.6a. The pseudogap 
emerges below T* '" 190 K. By contr部t ， the 5-fold Cu sites exhibit the T1T /T:]c=co凶 (z=2)
behavior above T* '" 190 K as seen in Fig. 4.6b, which is typical behavior for optimally 
doped and overdoped cuprates. The inset in Fig.4.7 shows the T dependence of the ratio 
(T1T)s-fold/(T1T)4-fold , which stays constant between Tc = 123 K and T'K '" 220 K. This shows 
that the pseudogap temperature T本'" 190 K is defined for both the Cu sites by the maximum 
of l/TIT regardless of 七heir marked difference in magnetic correlations. The pseudogap opens 
up for both the optimally doped 5-fold and underdoped 4-fold Cu sites. 
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Figure 4.6: T dependence of (T1 T)c/九c and (T1T)c/(九C)2 for both 4-and 5-fold. 
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As indicated in Fig. 4.8 , K，斗(T)'s for both the Cu sites decreases moderately as the temｭ
perature decreωes 仕om T'K '" 220 K to 300 K , and with further decreasing T below Tk its 
decreぉe becomes more significant. The T-derivative change in K，斗(T) ， dKふ(T)/ dT is plotted 
as a function of temperature in Fig. 4.9. From this plot , T去 isdefined as the temperature below 
which dKS(T)/dT begins to increase 台oma finite value. In Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 (Bi2212) ,[25] this 
T長 was reported to be comparable to TﾀRPES below which the normal-state pseudogap with 
the dx2ーが symmetry opens up at the Fermi surface.[28, 29] Therefore, the reduction in K，斗(T)
below T去 signalsthe pse吋ogap opening in the quぉiparticle density of states at the Fermi level. 
It is not clear whether a difference between T本'" 190 K and T去'" 220 K 泊 intrinsic or should 
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Figure 4.8: T dependence of the spin pむt in the Knight shifts perpendicular , Ks ,ab , to the 
c-axis for 4-fold and 5-fold at magnetic field of rv 15T. The Kn for Tc < T < T* (dotted lines) 
is an extrapolation 仕om the least square fitting above 220K. 
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Figure 4.7: T dependence of 63 ( 1/T1T)αb for 4-fold and 5-fold. Inset shows the T dependence 
of the ratio of (TITs-jold)/(TlT4-jold). 
Figure 4.10 shows the (K，ふ (T) /K，バT)rs for both the Cu sites, which exhibit almost the 
same T variation. Here K，η (T) is assumed to decreぉe linearly down to Tc and stay consta凶
below 九 as drawn by dotted line in Fig. 4.8. Ks (T) below Tc for optimally doped and overｭ
doped cuprates was well reproduced by the twかdimensional (2D) d-wave model proposed by 
Moni印刷 Pines.[26] In this model , the gap function has the form ム(ゆ) =ム cos2ゆ where ゆ
is the angle in the ab plane.[4 , 27] The T dependence of the SC order parameter，ム (T)/ム (0)
was assumed to follow the BCS form. We may apply a model which assumesιwave symｭ
metηr on the pseudogap observed for both the Cu sites in Hg1234. Eventually we reproduce 
kふ(T)/Kn(T) between Tc =123 K and T長'" 220 K. The solid line in Fig.4.10 is a calculation 
on the model which assumes that ム (T)/ム (0) increases linearly as the temperature i出s lowered 
仕om T;去(- '" 220 K tω07九~=123 K and follows the meaよルI
between the experiment 但1吋d the calculation seems to be satisfactory with a z民ero t旬empe町ra抗tur江e
gap 2 ム(ゆ仰Oめ)/kB7乙~ = 8.3. This T dependence 0ぱf ム(T)ν/ ム(0) displayed in the inset in Fig.4.10 
appears to be consistent with that suggested 台om ARPES on Bi2212.[28] It is noteworthy that 
the pseudogap for both the Cu sites is reproduced by the model which assumes the same T 
dependence of ム (T)/ム (0) with 2ム(O)/kBTc = 8.3 below T:去'" 220 K 
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4.5 Summary 
We have measured the 63Cu Knight shi氏 ， 1jT1T and 1jT2G for the inner 4-fold and outer 
5-fold Cu sites in HgBa2Ca3Cli.401O+y (Hg1234) with Tc = 123 K. We found that the 4-fold 
(5-fold) CU02 plane is underdoped (optimally doped). This is in striking contrast to the case of 
HgBa2Ca2Cu308+ν(Hg1223) where the doping level was almost the same for both the 4-and 
5-fold Cu sites. The 4-fold (5-fold) Cu site revealed the T1T jT2c=const. (T1T jT:}c=const.) 
behavior characteristic for underdoped (optiロ叫ly doped and overdoped) cuprates. The pseuｭ
dogap temperature T* ",,190 K was defined by the maximum of ljT1T for both the Cu sites 
regardless of their marked difference in magnetic correlations. 
The pse凶ogap temperature T去 rv220 K was also defined by the more sig凶五cant red uction 
in K~b(T) for both the Cu sites. The Knight shi丘 databetween Tc and T長 was well reprod uced 
by a model which assumed dx2ーが symmetry on the pseudogap. From this analysis , we propose 
that the value of the pse凶ogap increぉes li問arly with decreasing T 台om T長 rv 220 K to 
Tc=123 K and follows the mean-五eld BCS form below Tc. We note that the T variation of the 
normal-state pseudogap is si凶iむ to the result obtained 企om ARPES on Bi2212. [28 , 29] 
The present experiment has thus provided a new clue to the clarification of the origin of the 
normal-state pseudogap which suppresses not only the spectral weight of the AF-spin 宜uctuation
spectrum at low energy but also the quasiparticle particle density of states at the Fermi level. 
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Figure 4.10: T dependence of Ksj Kn for 4-fold and 5・fold. Solid lines 紅e calculated by using 
the d-wave model with 2ムjkB九=8.3. Inset shows the T-dependence of ム(T)jム(0) used in the 
d-wave calculation, which increぉes linearly for Tc < T く Tk and follows the mean-field BCS 
type belowTc. 
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Chapter 5 
63Cu -NMR Study in 
CuBa2Ca3CU4012+8 
5.1 Introduction 
A newly discovered a Cu-based (CuC)Ba2Ca3Cli4 012+ν(Cu1234) system hぉ theleast anisotropic 
superconductivity(γ= 1.6) among the cuprate superconductors and a long coherence length 
出ong c叩s(ごc = 10A) at the longest level[5]. The low superconducting anisotropy (γ) and the 
long coherence-length along c-axis (ι) 訂e very important for high Jc under high field , high 
irreversible field and Josephson device fabrication. 
Fig.5.1 shows the crystal structure of (CuC)-1234 refined 仕om 問utron-powder-di缶action
data. [2] (CuC)-1234 consists of three kind of Cu sites in a unit cell, i.e. four coordination Cu 
sites in the inner CU02 layers,( 4-fold) ，五vecoordination Cu sites in the outer one ,(5-fold) and six 
coordination Cu sites in (CUO)Ol+y block layer. C atoms in C03 groups substitute at the Cu 
site in (CUO)Ol+νlayers leading to a chemical composition of (Cul-xCx)Ba2Ca3Cli4012+y' The 
presence of the C03 groups in block-layer unit induces the variation in apical Cu-O distance 
for the 5-fold CuOs unit. This means that there are two inequivalent Cu sites with the apical 
O勾rgens on ideal and displaced position in the 5-fold CU02 layers. 
For understand the mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity for the multilayer cuprates which 
consist inequivalent kinds of CU02 layers, it is important to take the difference of local character 
for each layer into consideration. The local magnetic properties at each layer can be extracted 
separately 仕om NMR measurement. In NMR study for a mercury-based cuprate superconducｭ
tors , HgBa2Ca2Cu308旬(Hg1223) which has a inner squ訂e (ιfold) and two outer pyramidal 
(5-fold) CU02 layers , Magishi et al. showed that the product of the staggered susceptibility and 
the characteristic energy of spin fluctuation around a zone boundaryヲ χQr Q for 4-fold was larger 
th釦 YBa2C町Ü7(YBC07 ) ， although that for 5-fold was almost the same. They proposed that 
this enhancement ofχQr Q for 4-fold was responsible for the higher Tc of 133K in Hg1223 than 
YBC07 ・ [12] On the other hands, in four layers HgBa2Ca3Cli401O+ν(Hg1234) ， it was revealed 
that the magnetic characters for 4-fold were analogue to those in underdoped cuprates, whereas 
for 5-fold to those in overdoped cuprates, as discussed in the chapter 4. However it was unique 
that the pse凶ogap has been observed in 4-and 5-fold below the temperature, T* where ljT1T 
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ha.s a peak. It is suggested that the pseudogap is common for 4-and 5-folds despite of respective 
contra.sting magnetic properties analogous to the under and over doped cuprates. The value of 
XQfQ for 5-fold wa.s larger than that for 4-fold , therefore Tc w出 considered to be determined 
by 5-fold. 
In this chapter, we report systematic Cu-NMR studies in order to characterize local magnetic 
behaviors inherent to 4-and 5-fold and elucidate possible control parameters for Tc in Cu1234. 
From the Cu Knight shi丘 ， K and the nuclear relaxation rate , 1/T1 meぉurements ， it is revealed 
that 4-and 5-fold layers are in the different in-plane doping level, i.e. 4-fold is in the underdoped, 
wherea.s 5-fold in the widely overdoped regime. ln the normal state, the pseudogap behavior is 
evidenced in 4-fold below T本'" 150K (TK '"180K) 仕om the decreぉe in 1/T1T and K'. On the 
other hand , 1/T1 and K for 5-fold show a behavior typical for the overdoped cuprate without 
the pseudogap above Tc. ln the superconducting state, it is revealed that the conventional 
superconducting state is not establisbed above 60K in 5-fold site. This proposes that the 
superconductivity in the outer 5-fold layers are degraded by the over-carrier doping, however 
higher 九 of 117K is maintained by the inner 4-fold layers which are less corrugated and near 
the optimum doping. 
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Figure 5.1: Crystal structures of (Cu ，C)Ba2Ca3Cli4 012+ν[2] 
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5.2 Experimental Procedures 
A (Cul_xCx)Ba2Ca3C1l4012+y(Cu1234) polycrystal sample was prepむed by a high pressure 
synthesis technique ぉ described elsewhere.[5] Tc was determined as 117 K 仕omthe temperature 
below which the diamagnetic signal appears in the ac-susceptibility. The sample was eonfirmed 
to be almost of single-phぉe by the X-ray di缶action experiment. The pellet was crushed into 
powder with a diameter smaller than 20μm ， and was magnetically aligned along the c axis by 
use of the anisotropy of susceptibility and fixed with the stycast 1266 epo勾r under the external 
magnetic field of 16 T. 
The Cu-NMR measurement was carried out by a conventional phase-coherent laboratoryｭ
built pulsed NMR spectrometer using a s叩erconducting magnet (16 T at 4.2 K). Field-swept 
63CU-KMR spectrum was obtained by using a boxcar integrator. The Knight shi丘， K(T) and 
the nuclear-spin-lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1 of 63Cu were measured at 174.2 MHz (I"V 15.5 T) 
in a T range of 4.2-300 K parallel and perpendiculむ to the c axis. T1 was meおured by the 
saturation recov町 method. The nuclear-relaxation function う R(t) , for the central transition 
(1/2 ~ -1/2) for 1 = 3/2 among the quadrupole-split lines is given by [10] 
M(∞) -M(t) ^  ^  _ _ _ / 6t R(t) = _._ \-~-;(一、 = 0.gexp(一一)+ 0.1 exp(一一)T
1 
/ . _ --T ¥ T
1 
(5.1) 
where M(t) is the nuclear magnetization at time t after saturation pulses. 
5.3 Experimental Results 
5.3.1 Cu NMR spectra 
Figure 5.2 (a) and (b) show the 63Cu NMR spectra in (Cuo.6Co.4 )Ba2Ca3C1l4 012+νat 130 K 
for the central transition (1/2 t-? -1/2) with the c-axis parallel and perpendicular to external 
maεnetic field , H, respectively. In Fig.5.2(a) for Hllc , there 紅e two well resolved peaks corｭ
responding to two different Cu sites 国4- and 5-fold CU02 plane. However in Fig.5.2(b) for 
H よ c ， the spectra exhibit one sharp peak at higher 日eld region (4-fold) and two broader peaks 
at lower 五eld region (5-似d(A) 組d (B)). 
When H is perpendicular to the c-むcis ， the obtained shi氏 consists of the Knight shift and 
the second-order quadrupoler shift. The Knight shift component, Kab and l/Q of 63Cu can be 
expressed for the central transition according to the second-order perturbation theory as follows , 
ω - "(N Hres T/ 3ν3 ~ = Knh + 可
?Hres - ~Lao I 16(1 + Kab) (γNHres)2 
(5.2) 
where Hres is the field where the resonance is observed ， γN is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio 
and ωis the NMR 企equency， respectively. Therefore, K.αb and νQ 訂e determined 仕om the 
extrapolation to zero of (? Hrω-2 and the slope of line respectively. In Fig.5 .3, we plot the 
value of (ω -ìNHrω/(γNHres) against (γNHrω-2. As expected, 5-fold(A) and (B) have the 
same magnetic knight shift, rv 0.75% but the different nuclear quadrupole frequen句"νq ， rv 14.7 
and 30.0MHz, respectively. On the other hands, the νQ value for 4-fold 釘e estimated to be 
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Figure 5.2: The 63Cu NMR spectra for the cent凶 transition (1/2 •• -1/2) at 1=174.2 MHz 
and T=130 K in the aligned powder with the c-axis parallel (a) and perpendicular (b) to the 
external magnetic field , H. 
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grad ual decrease with T -decreぉing just below Tc and a strong reduction below 60K. 
As discussed in NMR study for Hg1234 [Chap.4] and Bi2212 [Chap.3] , the pseudogap behavior 
i泊s ev刊V吋id似e叩ncωe吋dn削O抗t only f企旨om町 t山he a旬柳P即pe即a紅rancωeoぱftωh恥e maximurn i泊n 1ν/T:丸].T , but also from the st回p
decrease of the spin contribution in Knight shift. 1n Fig.5 .4, Ks in 4-fold decre節目 moderately
down to neむ T去"-' 180 K , and decreases more steeply below T去 to Tc. 1t is reωonable to 
consider that the gradual decrease of Ks(T) upon cooling to Tﾎ< is due to the development of 
AF correlation , which is also suggested 仕om the recent theoretical studies [15 , 16]. However , 
the decrease of Ks(T) below Tﾎ< is so steep that an extrapolation of pronounced decreぉe in 
Ks(T) neむ Tc intercepts to the temper抗ure axis at T 2:0 凶 Ks vs T plot. This su邸ests t凶
the additional decrease below T長"-' 180K is due to the ope凶ng of pse凶ogap which is evident 
The local susceptibility at each atomic site can be extracted separately from the Knight 
shi此 measurement without any appreciable influence impurity spin. 1n order to extract an 
intrinsic magnetic property for each CU02 plane, the Knight shi批 measurement carried out for 
perpendicular , K.αb ， and parallel, Kc , to the c axis for 4-fold and 5-fold. 
1n general , the Knight shi氏 K(T) consists of the spin part , Ks(T) and the orbital p訂t ， Korb 
which is generally temperature independent, 
Figure 5.4 shows the T dependence of Ks ,ab' Ks decreases gradually upon cooling for 4-fold , 
by contrast , Ks for 5-fold largely enhanced and T-independent in the normal state. 1n the 
superconducting state, 4-fold shows a strong reduction just below Tc , however 5-fold shows a 
where Aαand B are the on-site and the super仕組sferred hyperfine field of 63Cu, respectively 
and Xs is assumed to be isotropic. Aαcontains anisotropic dipole , spin-orbit , and isotropic core 
polarization contributions for the Cu 3dx2_y2 orbit and B originates from the isotropic 4s-spin 
polarization produced by the neighboring four Cu spins through the C叫3dx2_y2 )-O (2pσ ) -Cu( 4s) 
hybridization. The value of B increases as the carrier density increases in the CU02 plane, i.e. 
丘om B = 40kOe/μB in the underdoped cuprates [8 , 9, 11] to 80 "-' 120kOe/μB in the overdoped 
cuprates.[6 , 3] From the slope of the Kc vs K，αb plot , we have obtained (Ac +4B)/(Aab + 4B) = 
0.30 and 0.45 for 4-and 5-fold, respectively. By ぉsuming that the on-site hyperfine coupling 
constants, Ac and Aαb 紅e the same as in Y123 , B : 65 and 85 kOe/μB むe obtained for 4-
fold and 5-fold, respectively. Noting that the B-term becomes larger for the optimally and the 
overdoped cuprates than B = 40kOe/μB for the underdoped cuprates, the fact that B rv 85 
kOe/μB in 5-fold is larger than B=65 kOe/μB in 4-fold provides evidence that the doping level 
in 5-fold is larger than in 4-fold for Cu1234, which will be verified by T1 results as mentioned 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
According to the Mila-Rice Hamiltonian,[7] the Ks of 63Cu is expressed as, 
Ks ,a(T) = (Aα +4B)χs(T)(α=αb ， c) , 
Kα (T) = Ks ,a(T) + Korb，α(α=αb ， c). 
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Knight shi氏
below. 
5.3.2 
The integrated intensity of three spectra for H よ c are in the ratio 1.0 : 0.6 : 0.4for 4-fold , 
5-fold(A) and (B) , in x = 0.4 (CUO .6Co.4 )Ba2Ca3C14012句・ Thisratio change to 1.0 : 0.55 : 0.45 
in x = 0.5 sample. F'rom these results , the sharp peak at higher 五eld sites is assigned to Cu in 
the 4-fold layers and the broad peaks at lower field sites to Cu in the 5-fold layers, since 5-fold 
has two inequivalent Cu sites with the apical oxygens on ideal and displaced position and the 
ratio of the number of those sites (0.6 : 0.4 in x = 0.4) 紅e well consistent with the ratio of 
the intensity. Furthermore, 5-fold(A) and (B) exhibit an identic叫 Ks and 1/れ in the whole T 
ranges , which also provides evidence that these peaks arise 企om Cu sites existing on the same 
CU02 layers. 
Unfortunately, the NMR signal from Cu sites in (CUO)Ol+y block layers have not been 
observed, which suggests that the large distortion is introduced in this layer due to the partial 
substitution of C03 groups. 
Figure 5.3: The value of (ω - tNHres )/(γN H res) is plotted against (γNHrω-2 in the 五eld
perpendicular to the c-axis for different NMR 仕equencies . Hres is the 五eld for resona.nce correｭ
sponding to 4-and 5-fold, respectively. 
11.1MHz. 1n Hg1234 system which has the same crystal structure ， レ.Q were estimated to be 9.7 
and 17.8MHz for 4-and 5-fold sites. 
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3 
T=130K 
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Nuclear-spin lattice relaxation rate, 1/T1 
Fig.5.5 shows the T-dependence of 1/九 with the c一切s parallel and perpendicular to 倒ernal
magnetic field , H. 1/T1T for 5-fold is more suppressed than 4-おld in the normal state, sugｭ
gestin~ that r Qin 5-fold are larger th叩 in 4-fold. T-dependence of 1/T1 T for 4-fold shows the 
broad maximum around T* I"..J 150Kヲ that is , shows the pseudogap behavior. On the other hand, 
1/T1T for 5-fold increase monotonically with T-decreasing, which indicates the development of 
5.3.3 企om the decrease of 1/T1T below T I"..J 150K as discussed later. On the other hands, 5-おld
shows a T-independent Ks above Tc. This indicates that the pseudogap do not open in 5-fold 
above Tc , which is also consistent with the monotonically increase in 1/T1T in the normal st拭e .
AF fiuctuation without the opening of the pseudogap in the normal state. 
Fig.5.6 shows the T-dependence of 1/T1 in the superconducting state. 1/T1 for 4-fold shows 
a strong reduction and T3 like behavior just below Tc due to the opening of the d-wave superｭ
conducting gap. However, the decrease of 1/T1 for 5-fold is gradual for 60K < T < Tc and T3 
like behavior is observed only below I"..J 60K. l/Tl for 5-fold behaves 1/九T = const. below 
10K , indicative of the gapless nature of superconductivity such as Zn-doped YBC07 [4]. 
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Figure 5.4: T dependence of the Knight shifts perpendicular, K，αb ， to the c-axis for 4-fold and 
5-fold at H ('V 15T. 
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Discussion 5.4 
Carrier content in 4・ and 5・fold layers. 
In high-Tc cuprate, the T dependence of63 Ks and 631/TIT in the normal state むesensitive to 
the changes of the carrier content in CU02 layer, therefore, give an information of doping level in 
CU02 layers. Generally, in the underdoping region, Ks which is proportional to the static spin 
susceptibility is small at Tc and decrease with T-decreasing, associated with the development 
of AF spin correlations and the opening of pseudogap. In overdoped region, Ks isenhanced 
and shows a T-independent behavior. 1/T1T at plane Cu sites is inversely proportional to the 
energy of AF spin fiuctuation , r Q which get progressively enhanced by increasing the carrier 
content in CU02 layer. Hence, l/TlT above Tc monotonically decreases with increasing doping 
overdoping level. 
Fig.5.7 shows the hole content dependence of Ks at 300K perpendicular to the c-axis for overｭ
doped T12Ba2Cu06+y , YBa2Cu307 and La2-xSrxCu04(X = 0.15) and underdoped YBa2Cu3 
06 .6 ・ [3] Since the underdoped compounds show a monotonically decreasing of Ks with Tｭ
decreasing in the normal state, we estimated al Ks value at 300K for the comparison. 
seen in figure , Ks increase progressively with hole concentration, which allows us to roughly 
estimate the local in-layer hole content in CU02 layers. The 匤-layer hole contents in Cu1234 
訂e estimated to be "-' 0.27 and "-' 0.73 企om Ks ,ab of 0.24 and 0.50 at 300K for 4-and 5-fold , 
respectively. By the same way, the in-layer hole contents are also estimate to be "-' 0.30 and 
"-' 0.47 in Hg1223 and "-' 0.18 and '" 0.35 in Hg1234 for 4-and 5-fold, respectively, as shown in 
fig.5.8. The lower doping of the inner 4-fold than the outer 5-fold may be a common feature for 
multilayers compounds. However it should be noted that 5-fold in Cu1234 is widely overdoped 
and hence the difference of local hole contents between 4-and 5-fold is quite large in comparison 
In Cu1234, it is known that the change in Tc due to the different stoichiometry of the conｭ
stituent elements in (CUC)02+νblock layers 﨎 small and Tc ヲs for al those samples were around 
117K, although the magnitude of RH isdifferent.[l] The partial doping between the 4-and 
5-fold layers may give an answer to this problem. Namely, it is considered that 5-fold mainly 
changes the in-layer carrier content with the variation of total carrier content and that 4-fold 
which mainly contribute to Tc around 117K ぉ discussed later is kept neむ the optimurn doped 
level for higher-Tc' 
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In Cu1234 system, 4-fold layer hぉ smaller Xs and r Qthan 5-fold in the normal state. 
dependence of Ks and l/Tl for 4-fold sites are described within the slightly underdoped cuprate 
with the pseudogap behavior below T本"-' 150K , in contrast to the T-independent Ks and 
the monotonically increase of 1 /Tl T with T -decreasing for 5ーおld . Those results indicate that 
multilayer compound Cu1234 is a structure contai凶ng planes of the different doping level, that 
is , the inner 4-fold layers are in slightly underdoping level and the outer 5-fold layers are in 
T-
As 
with other compounds. 
5.4.1 
level. 
x=O.4 
Figure 5.6: T dependence of l/Tl perpendicular to the c-axis in the superconducting state. The 
inset show (1/Tl)/(1/T1)Tc plotted against T/Tc for 4-and 5-fold (for 5-fold, we adopts 60K as 
Tc.) 
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Superconductivity in 5-fold layers. 5.4.2 
In high Tc compounds, it is well known that Ks of the plane copper has a strong reduction just 
below Tc due to the spin-singlet formation in the superconducting state. 1/T1 also decrease 
strongly and shows a T3 like behavior associating with the opening of d-wave superconducting 
gap below Tc. In Cu1234, both Ks and 1/T1 for 4-fold actually show the strong reduction and 
T3 like behavior just below Tc. However the decreases of Ks and 1/T1 for 5-おld are grad ual 
just below Tc and T3 like behavior in 1/T1 isobserved only below rv 60K as seen in Fig.5 .4,5.5 
and 5.6. This indicates that the d-wave superconducting state is established only in 4-fold just 
below Tc , therefore the superconductivity with Tc = 117 K is maintained only by 4-fold. 
Figure 5.9: T dependence of 1/T1T perpendicular and parallel to the c-axis for 4-fold and 5-fold. 
In order to characterize this T dependence of Ks and 1/T1, the temperature-derive change 
in Ks and 1/T1, dKs/dT and dl/TddT むe plotted as function of temperature in Fig.5.9(a) 
and (b). As discussed above, both Ks and 1/T1 generally have a strong reduction with the 
superconducting transition , therefore both dKs / dT and d1 /T1 T / dT show a peak just below 九.
As seen in Fig.5.9, both dKs/ dT and dl/Td dT for 4-fold actually have peaks just below Tc. 
However those for 5-fold show peaks around 60K , indicating that 5-fold has the transition to 
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the superconducting state at this temperature. 1n addition, T3 behavior in 1/T1 in 5-fold below 
60K also indicates that the conventional d-wave superconducting state is established anew below 
60K in 5-fold layers. 
It should be noted that 5-fold is in widely overdoped level, moreover the estimated value of 
in-layer hole content, r"V 0.73 is similar to that for T11212 with Tc = 52K as shown in Fig.5.7. 
This suggests that the over carrier doping suppresses the in-layer superconducting transition 
around 60K in 5-fold. On the other hands , the hole content in 4-fold is estimated to be rv 0.27. 
This value is suitable for Tc "-J 117 K as compared with "-J 0.30 in 4-fold for Hg1223(Tc == 133K) 
and "-J 0.35 in 5-fold for Hg1234(丸 = 123K) which layers have the larger r QχQ values, hence 
determine Tc for each compounds. 1n addition, the inner 4-fold layers exhibit a structure very 
similar to those of i凶凶te-layer compounds as discussed by Shimakawa et al. [2] 1n the in五nit令
layer compounds, (Sr1-xCゐ)CU02 shows Tc of 110K with x = 0.3 , which also supports the 
possibility that the superconductivity with Tc "-J 117 K is maintained only by the inner 4-fold 
layers in this system. [18] 
The structural distortion associated with the displaced apical 0勾gen sites may also suppress 
the superconductivity in 5-おld. As seen in Fig.5.6 , 1/T1 for 5-fold shows the 1/T1T=const. 
behavior at low temperature below Tc , which indicates the gapless nature of superconductivity 
due to the inhomogeneity in 5-fold. 1/T1T normalized at Tc , Rs/ Rn = (1/T1T)/(1/T1 T)ηis 
related to the 企action of the residual DOS , Nres/No ， 仕om a formula 
三=(守) (5.5) 
The function of Nres/No is a measure to what extent the effective DOS is lost due to the onset 
of the superconductivity, and is estimated to be about 0.15 for 5・fold. From this DOS value, 
the suppression in Tc by the impurity scattering is estimated to be less than 3K bぉed on the 
di均 d-wave model. [17] This indicates that the i泊n叶}
suppression of superconductivity in 5-イfold.
Fig.5.10 shows the T dependence of Ks/ Kπfor 4-and 5-おld. Kn(T) is 出sumed to decre蹴
linearly down to T c , which is an extrapolation 仕om the leぉt squむe 五tting above 150K ， 組d
stay constant below Tc for 4-fold , whereas Kn for 5-fold is assumed to T-independent , as shown 
by dotted line in Fig.5.3. Ks(T) below Tc for optimally doped and overdoped cuprates was 
well reproduced by the twかdimensional (2D) d-wave model proposed by Monien 釦d Pines.[19] 
1n this model, the gap function has the form ム(ゆ) =ム cos2cþ where ゆ is the angle in the ab 
plane.[6, 20] The T dependence of the SC order p紅ameter ， !:l (T) /ム (0) was assumed to follow 
the BCS form. 
1n order to reproduce Ks(T) below Tc for 5-fold sites, we may apply a model in which 
ム(T)/ム(0) is ぉsumed to increase linearly for 60K く T< Tc and to follow the mean-field BCS 
type below 60K. A solid line is a calculation on the assumption of a temperature dependent 
order parameter，ム(T)/ム (0) in the inset in Fig.5.10 with a gap parameter, 2ム/kBI~ = 8.3 
which is adjusted so as to explain the experiment. The agreement between the experiment and 
the calculation seems to be satisfactory. 
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1nterestingly, the pseudogap behaviors in K below T本 for 4-fold is also reprod uced by asｭ
suming d-wave symmetry on the pse吋ogap with the same T-linear increぉe of ム(T)/ム (0) for 
Tc < T < Tk , as discussed in the chapter.4. The agreement between the experiment and the 
calculation seems to be satisfactory, as shown by the solid line in Fig.5.10. The T dependence 
of ム(T)/!:l(0) used in the calculation is also displayed in the inset in Fig.5.10. 
1t is noteworthy that both the T-dependence of K in the unconventional superconducting state 
for 60K < T < 九 in 5-fold layers , which is considered to be induced by the superconductivity 
in 4-fold layers , and in the pseudogap state for Tc < T < Tk in 4-fold layers are well reproduced 
by assuming the same T -linear increase of the order parameter，ム (T)/ム (0). This similarity 
indicates the possibility that these two states have the similar origin. 
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Summary 
The 63 Cu Knight shi氏 and 1/T1T have been separately measured for the inner square ( 4-fold 
) and the outer pyramidal ( 5-fold ) CU02 planes in (Cuo.6C0.4 )Ba2Ca3Cli4 012+ν(Cu1234) with 
Tc = 117 K. It is revealed that multilayer compound Cu1234 is a structure containing layers of 
the different doping level , that is 4-fold is near the slightly underdoped, whereas 5-fold in the 
widely overdoped region. The in-layer hole content for 4-and 5-fold are estimated 仕om Ks at 
300K to be 0.27 and 0.73 , respectively. 
From T-dependence of Ks and 1/T1 in the superco凶ucting state, it is revealed that the dｭ
wave superconducting state is established in 4-fold, but not in 5-fold for 60K < T < Tc. This 
indicates that the superconductivity with Tc of 117 K is maintained only by the inner two 4-fold 
layers which are near the optimum carrier condition. The conventional d-wave superconducting 
5.5 
state in 5-fold is established anew below 60K. This temperature is considered to be the inherent 
transition temperature in 5-fold originating 仕om the widely overdoped carrier content. 
ln 4ゐld ， the Knight shi氏 databetween Tc and T去 wぉ well reproduced by a model which asｭ
sumed that the value of the pseudogap with dx2_y2 symmetη， increωes linearly with decreぉing
T 丘omT去 "-J 220 K to Tc=117 K and follows the mean-白ld BCS form below Tc. Furthermore, 
this model can be applied to the temperature dependence of K below Tc for 5-fold by asSUffiｭ
ing the linear increase of a size of superconducting gap between Tc and 60K with the dx2ーν2
symmetry. This similarity indicates the possibility that these two states have the similar origin. 
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Discussion 
6.1 Relation between Tc and Spin Fluctuation 
The spin fiuctuation mechanism gives a consistent explanation of the anomalous physical 
properties above Tc and the high values of 丸山 high-Tc cuprates on the same physical basis. 
The mechanism is also successful in estimating the relative values of Tc for various cuprates 
仕om their spin fiuctuation spectra. Moriya, Takah出hi and Uedaヲ [1] and Monthoux and Pines 
(MP)[2] proposed th拭 the cutoff energy or the effective bandwidth of correlated quasiparticles, 
ro αf Q? is proportional to Tc in the spin-fiuctuation-induced superconducting mechanism. 
In MP's expression, 
Tc = fQ?[(l -8)/0.79] exp (-1/入) (6.1) 
with 0.42 <<入<< 0.48 based on the strong-coupling calculation. 
As discussed in the section 1.2.6 , the value of χQ九fQ is obtained experimentally 丘om the 
constant value of T1T jT:]G by using the following relation for ご >α;
ハ〕可ゎi+九ハ〕可χ 11ム?
ηδ <O???
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In Fig.6.1 , we prese凶 the temperature dependence of (T1 T)c/(九G)2 for the optimally doped 
YBa2(Cul-xNix)307 [Chap.2), HgBa2Ca3C1401O+6 [Chap .4], HgBa2Ca2Cu308+ν[3] and TbBa2 
Ca2Cu30 1O [4), and the overdoped T12Ba2Cu06句 [6] and TIBa2CaCu207[5]. As shown in figure , 
(T1 T) c / (T2G ) 2=const. behaviors 紅e observed in a wide temperature range above Tc for the 
overdoped and optimally doped high-Tc cuprates. These constant behaviors allow us to estimate 
the value of χQ九fQ for those cuprates. 
In Fig.6.2 , we present the relation between Tc and χQ九fQ estimated 仕omthe constant val ues 
of (T1T)c/(T2G?' As discussed in the chapter 2, the relation fQα Tc is directly derived 
丘om the universal scaling formula of 1/T1T against t = T jTc in Ni substituted YBa2Cu307 
• Furthermo民 by combining with the universal scaling of 1庁2G , we can obtain the relation 
Tc cx rQ訂Q ぅ indicating that the decrease ofχQ九fQ induced by Ni substitution to planer Cu 
sites is directly proportional to the decrease of Tc in YBa2(Cul-xNixh07 ・ The relation Tc 
cx rQ訂Q observed in YBa2(Cul-xNix)307 is shown in figure by the solid arrow. 
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For HgBa2Ca3Cli401O旬 [Chap.4] ， we can estimate the values of χQ 九I'Q in 5-fold to be rv 4.9 
from the constant value of T1T jT1G' However for 4-おld ， T1 T j (T2G)2 continues to decreωe 
upon heating below 300 K. Therefore, we could not evaluate the value of χQhI' Q for 4-fold. 
For YBa2C li4 08 , T1T j(乃G ) = constant behavior observed above T彬 undergoes a crossover to 
T1Tj(T2G)2 = constant behavior at much higher temperature Tcσrv 500 K. ( see Fi~~ . 1. 5 ) [7]
Thus ， χQhI'Q is evaluated 台om the T1Tj(T2G)2=constant above 500K. 
As shown in Fig.6 .2, al the results seem to support that Tc isproportional toχQñI'Q in the 
overdoped and the optimally doped regions. Since χQαe is expected in these regions, this 
gives evidence for the relation, Tc cx: I' Q?. This relation allows us to concIude that the decrease 
of I' Qe reduces Tc in the overdoped region , and thus the spin-fiuctuation-induced mechanism 
is most promising for the 凶gh-Tc superconductivity. 
We note here that in Fig.6.2 the data of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+? is particularly deviated 企om the 
linear relation between Tc and χQ九I'Q ・ The observed Tc in Bi2Sr2CaCu208+?is lower than the 
expected val ue 仕om the linear relation between Tc and χQñI' Q. This suggests that the inherent 
superconducting temperature induced by the AF spin-fiuctuation mechanism is not Tc rv 86 K 
but T; rv 120 K in this sample, as discussed in the following section. T (K) 
Figure 6.1: Temperature dependence of χQñI' for the optimally doped YBa2(Cul-xNix)307 
, HgBa2Ca3C li4010+8 and HgBa2Ca2Cu308+y , and the overdoped T12Ba2Cu06旬釦d
TIBa2CaCu207 
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Figure 6.2: The relation between Tc 
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6.2 Temperature Crossovers in High-Tc Cuprates 
1n Fig.6.3 , we present the phase diagram of high-九 cuprates obtained from NMR study in 
Bi2212 [Chap.3], which contains three characteristic temperature, TmK , T* and T; in the normal 
state. Here Tr吋本 ， T* and Tc* むe de五ned as the temperature where K , 1/T1T , and 1 /九G start 
to decrease, respectively. 
Tmk 
Conventional 
ず AF magnetic Fermi liquid 
Fermi liquid 
Z=l ¥ Z=2 
凶
ト司 Pseudogap 
T* 
Phase 
chl 
T s. c. 
P CU02 
Fi耳ure 6.3: Phase diagram of high-Tc cuprates obtained from the present NMR studies. Tmk* , 
T* and T; are defined as the temperature where K , l/TIT , and 1/T2G start to decreぉe ，
respectively. 
1n the overdoped cuprates, the normal state properties can be understood in terms of the 
conventional Fermi liquid. One find an almost temperature independent Knight shift and meanｭ
field behavior ofχ (q ， ω) (l/TIT /1/T2G 2=const behavior) at al temperatures in the normal 
state, and thus no evidence for the temperature crossover until jωt above Tc ( refer to the 
results in the overdoped Bi2212 [Chap.3] and in 5-fold for Cu1234[Chap.5] ). 1n this regime, we 
can obtain the linear relation between this incre鎚e Tc 組dχQhrQ , as discussed in the above 
section. This indicates that the increぉe of Tc with decreasing doping concentration in this 
regime is 笛cribed to the increase of the pairing interaction. 
On the other hand , the normal state properties in underdoped cuprates is characterized by the 
sequence of temperature crossovers at T mk , T* and T; , as discussed in the chapter 3.Below the 
highest crossover temperature, T mK , the Knight shift and the uniform susceptibility decrease 
gradually while l/TIT and 1/T2G continue to increase. The likely cause for the gradual decrease 
102 
in K (T) is associated with the development of AF -spin correlations towards Tぺ which is also 
suggested 仕om the recent theoretical studies[8, 9]. One 五nds the quant um critical z= 1 scaling 
behavior inχ(q ， ω) in this temperature regime. At lower temperature, magnetic property enters 
the pseudogap regime around the characteristic temperature T*. The decreぉes of 1/T1T and 
Ks with T-decreasing provide a evidence that the pseudogap opens in the AF spin excitation 
spectrum at low energy around Q= (π ， π) a吋 also in the quasiparticle density of state in this 
regime. The temperature dependence of Knight shift between Tc and T長 shows that the value 
of the pse吋ogap increases linearly with decreasing T with dx2_y2 symmetry[Chap.4 and 5], 
which is consistent with the result obtained from ARPES on Bi2212.[10, 11 , 12] F't凶hermo民
the temperature independent 1/T2G between T草 and T; where 1/T1T decreぉe ， implies that the 
origin of the pseudogap in this temperature regime is the energy transfer of the spectral weight 
from lower energy spin fiuctuation to spin waves at higher energies. The one-particle spectral 
weight is considered to follow this spectral weight transfer of spin fiuctuation. [13] 
With decreasing the temperature below Tぺ the lower crossover temperature T; appears, 
below w hich 1/九G お well as K , 1 /T1 T steeply decrease toward Tc . A possible explanation for 
these significant reduction of al the physical quantities below T; is relevant to a develpoment of 
S. C. fl.uctuation without global phase coherency. 1n this scenario, the crossover temperature, T; 
is regarded as the mean-field transition temperature where the amplitude of the superconducting 
order pむameter is well established , but there is no long-range phase coherence until below Tc . 
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Figure 6.4: The doping dependence of the mean-field Tc calculated by Hotta et al [14] and 
Takimoto et al [15] using a strong coupling theory based on a twφdimensional d -p model. 
The doping dependence of the mean-field Tc have been calculated by several authors 仕om
the point of the AF spin-fl.uctuation mechωism.[15 ， 14, 16] 1n Fig.6 .4, we present the doping 
dependence of the mean-field Tc calculated by Hotta et al [14] and Takimoto et al using a strong 
coupling theory based on a twφdimensional d -p model. Many of their results uggest the inｭ
crease of the mean-field Tc with hole decreasing in the overdoped regime, but not reproduced the 
reduction of 1/九G in the underdoped reg凶e. The saturate tendency in T; with hole decreasing 
103 
below optimum concentration is reasonably consistent with these theoretical suggestion. 
Finally, we present the NMR results in HgBa2CaCu206+ν(Hg1212) reported by Y.Ito et al[17] 
in Fig.6.5. It is observed that 1/T1T starts to decreases at T本 rv 240,200 and 110 K, while 1/九G
starts to decrease at T; rv 140, 145 and 100 K in the underdoped (丸 rv 103 K) and optimally 
(127K) and overdoped (93K) Hg1212 , respectively. From the doping dependence of these charｭ
acteristic temperature, we can derive the phase diagram in Hg1212 , which is quite consistent 
with that in Bi2212, as shown in Fig.6.6. This suggests that the sequence of temperat町e
crossovers at T mK , T* and T; is intrinsic in the underdoped high-Tc cuprates 
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in each case. The squares, triangles and circles indicate the data for the underdoped ヲ optimally
doped and overdoped compounds, respectively. 
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Figure 6.6: Dopi時 dependence of the characteristic temperature, Tc , T; ヲ T* and Tmk in 
HgBa2CaCU206?. Tmk* , T本 and T; are de五ned as the temperature where K , 1/T1T , and 
1/T2C stむt to decrease , respectively 
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6.3 Carrier distribution and Superconductivity in Multilayer 
Compounds 
A striking results is that P increase linearly with 6 in both 4-and 5-fold layers, moreover , the 
rate of which do so in 5-fold is independent of the number of layers, as shown in Fig.6.7. This 
indicates that the percentages of the doping concentration in two 5-fold layers as compared to 
the total carrier content , 6, are kept at a certain value, r'-..I 75% in al the sample, in spite of 
the difference of the total number of layers and the total carrier content, 6, as shown in the 
table.6.1. The difference is that the rest carrier r'-..I 25% is divided by one 4-fold layers in three 
layers , while it is divided by two 4-fold in four layers. Therefore, the inequivalency of the doping 
concentration between 4-and 5-fold become larger in four layered systems. These results teach 
us that the outer 5-fold hぉ the priority to decide the doping concentration in multilayered 
system. 
For understand the mechanism of superconductivity in the multilayer cuprates which cOllSist 
inequivalent kinds of CU02 layers, it is important to take the di百"erence of local character for 
each layer into consideration. There are one inner 4-fold and two outer 5-fold layers in three 
Cu-O layers systems such as HgBa2Ca2Cu308+ν ， while two inner 4-fold and two outer 5-fold 
layers in four Cu-O layers systems such as HgBa2Ca3Cli4 010+8 ・
Hg1223 Cu1223 Hg1234 Cu1234 
layers number η( 4f/5f) 3 (1/2) 4 (2/2) 
Tc 115 K 133 K 95 K 123 K 117 K 
九fold/CU02 0.15 0.25 0.31 0.11 0.22 
乃fold/CU02 0.23 0.42 0.56 0.30 0.70 
Total carriers 6 0.61 1.09 1.43 0.82 1.84 
九fold/6 (%)/η4f 0.25% /1 0.23% /1 0.22% /1 0.27% /2 0.24% /2 
九fOld/6 (%)/η5f 0.75% /2 I O.77%/2 0.78% /2 0.73% /2 0.76% /2 
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Table 6.1: The comparison of the doping concentration in 4-and 5-fold layers. 
In Table6.1 , we show the values ofthe doping concentration per CU02 , P/CU02 , at each layer, 
which is extracted separately 仕om the value of Ks at 300 K using the liner relation between 
Ks and P /CU02 in Fig.5.7 for the three layers HgBa2Ca2Cu308[18, 19], (Cu,Tl)Ba2Ca2Cu308 
and the four layers HgBa2Ca3Cli401O+?, CuBa2Ca3Cli4 012十6 ・ The total carrier contents, 6 is
estimated by the equation , 6 = 2P5-fold + 九一fold for three layers and 6 = 2P5-fold 十 2九-fold
for four layers, respectively. It is obvious that 4-fold layer is rather underdoped than the 5-fold 
in al the samples, and that the inequivalency of the doping concentration between 4-and 5-fold 
become larger in four layered systems. 
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Figure 6.8: (a) [(d)] Carrier distribution among the 4-and 5・fold CU02 layers in a layered strucｭ
ture with three [four] CU02 layers per unit cell, respectively. (b)[(e)] Parabolic dependence upon 
the carrier concentration, P needed to calculate. (c) [( f)] the intrinsic Tc う s of the inequivalent 
CU02 layers as a function of 6 in a layered structure with three [four] CU02 layers per unit cell , 
respectively. 
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In the overdoped CuBa2Ca3Cli4012+?, the d-wave superconducting state is established in 
4-fold below Tc , but not in 5-fold for 60K < T < Tc, which provide the evidence that the 
superconductivity with Tc of 117 K is maintained only by the 4-fold layers. From the value of 
the χQ九fQ estimated 企omthe constant value of T1 T /乃G ， it is also suggested that Tc isascribed 
to the larger χQたfQ for 4-fold in the optimally-doped HgBa2Ca2Cu308+ó , while that for 5-fold 
in the underdoped HgBa2Ca3Cil4 01O+8 ・ These behaviors can be explained in term of a model 
which h前 been suggested by D.Tristan Jover et al to explain their pressure dependence of Tc 
in Hg1223 and Hg1234. [20]. The model is based upon the 笛sumption that each CU02 layer 
behaves as a superconducting structural unit with a well defined intrinsic Tc which depends 
on the charge carrier density, P of the layer under consideration. In the simplest case, the 
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Figure 6.7: Carrier distribution among the 4-and 5-fold CU02 layers in a layered structure with 
three and four CU02 layers per unit cell. 
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匤trins兤 Tc as a function of P in each CU02 layer follow the inverted parabolic dependence 部
shown in Fig.6.8(b). Since in Fig.6.8(a) 九fold a凶乃fold 訂e given as a function of 8, a relation 
for the intrinsic Tc as a function of 8 can be calculated for the 4-fold 釦d 5-fold CU02 layers, 
respectively. The result is a different parabolic function of Tc vs 8 for each kind of layer，ぉ seen
in Fig.6.8(c) , and Tc will be the maximum of these two curves. 
The result shows that Tc is determined by the outer 5-fold in underdoped regime, while 
by the inner 4-fold in the optimally and the overdoped regimes , which is consistent with our 
experimental results. Furthermore, the result also give a explanation for the dull reduct卲n of 
Tc in overdoped region for the four layered system, i.e. CuBa2Ca3C14 012+6 ・
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion 
The normal state magnetic properties in several high-Tc compounds has been studied by 
means of the 63Cu-NMR technique from the overdoped to the underdoped compounds. 
From the scaling behavior in l/TlT and 1/T2G , it is revealed that the decrease of Tc with 
Ni doping is directly related to the decrease of χQñfQ in Ni substituted YBa2CU307 ・ This
results provides a direct experimental evidence for the attractive force to be magnetic in oriｭ
gin irrespective of the theoretical model, Furthermore, the intimate relation between Tc and 
AF spin-fiuctuation, i.e. Tc cx: χQñfQ observed in common for the overdoped and the optiｭ
mally doped regions, allow us to conclude that the spin-fiuctuation-induced mechanism is most 
promising for the high-Tc superconductivity. 
In underdoped region, the normal state magnetic property is characterized by the three temｭ
perat ure crossover at T mK , T本 and T; below which K , l/Tl and 1/乃G start to decreぉe ，
respectively. The decreぉe of K where l/TlT and 1/乃G increぉe below T mK isrelated with 
the development of the AF spin correlation. On the other hand , the decrease of K as well as 
1/T1T shows below T* that the pse吋ogap opens not only in the AF spin excitation spectrum 
at low energy 紅ound Q=(π ， π) but also in the quasiparticle density of state. The temperature 
dependence of the pseudogap behavior in K is well reproduced by a model which assumes that 
the value of the normal-state pseudogap increぉes linearly with d-wave symmetry. Furthermore , 
the temperature independent 1/T2G where l/TIT decre笛e implies that the origin of the pseuｭ
dogap is the spectral-weight transfer from low to high energy. The lower crossover temperature 
Tc*, below which 1/T2G as well as K and l/TlT start to decrease, indicates the formation of 
the preformed pairs without the long-range coherency. We propose 仕om the relation between 
1/T1T and 1/九G that the gradual pseudogap behavior between T* and T; is ぉcribed to the 
magnetic origin, and that the sharp pse吋ogap behavior below T; is to the precursor effect of 
the superconductivity. 
In the multilayered compounds which has inequivalent 4-and 5-fold CU02 layers, we find 
that the outer 5-fold is given the priority to decide the doping level, and thus the inner 4-fold 
tend to be rather underdoped. It is suggested that Tc is determined by a plane which are 
nearer to the optimally doping condition, i.e. has a higher χQ九fQ. In Hg1234, we find that 
the pseudogap opens up for both 4-and 5-fold Cu sites at the sむne temperature, T* '" 190 K , 
111 
regardless of whether the magnetic property is characterized by the z=l or the z=2 behavior. In 
Cu1234, we find that a conventional d-wave superconducting state is established at the d.ifferent 
temperature between 4-and 5-fold layers due to the large inequality of doping level. The d-wave 
superconducting state is established in 4-fold at Tc , but not in 5-fold for 60K < T < 7~. This 
provide the evidence that the superconductivity with Tc of 117 K is maintained only by the 4-fold 
layers which are near the optimum carrier condition. The conventional d-wave superconducting 
state is established below 60K in 5-fold, which is considered to be the inherent transition 
temperature in 5・fold due to the widely overdoped carrier content. 
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